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NOW BEING Gomm IN-
TO CONDITION.
The River is Reaching a Dangerous
Stage and Machines Will Have
to be Operated.
President James E. Willtelin of the
boista of public works has draftede
the annual statement of that body.
V4 twit will be submitted this after-
moot to the board fur whatever
.change or addition the members mare
(wide on. The documents outlines
the woe work of the municipal de-
partments under control of this hoard.
h:ch are _Ole public wharf, public
ne.rket house. sewerage isy•teni. city
slectrft lighting plant and trash(
sheds and highways. The statement
:thee makes eecommendations regard:
ma desired work and appropriation'
fog this year. and after the - hoard
goallst .4 011 the documknt this after-
nonr it will be turned over to hlaynr
'totter, so the latter can incorporate
It in his annual message which he
hoots to have completed in time for
eelivery to the new aidermanic board
. tomorrow evening when that body
meets.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliqtt of
'the street department yesterdlay fin-
ished his report showing what was
done define 1906. and turned it in to
President Wilhelm This statement
estimates that for Igoe the sum of
$34,5oo will be needed for street,
*ewer and other departmental work.
It will be included in the president
of the board of work's statement, but
the members may change the figures.
Sewer Pumping Stgtion.
The board of works yesterday di-
rected Superintendent Kebbler of the
city electric light plant to immediate-
ly overharl the electric motor and ma-
chineryt in the sewerage system
puoijinE.station cia,•Thiret, and Clay
ieff the machines cats be pate In,
operation when the Ohio river•-gets
so high that this will be_needed. It
is probable the station will have to
be put in operation this week, as the
riser is now within one foot of being
sso feet high.
All the offall going into the sew-
erage system underlying the city
flows through the main outlet pipe
passing through the Third and Clay
street pumping station. When the
river gets to about a 40 foot stage,
the river water backs up into the sew-
erage mains and holds in the refuse
if the pumping s ation machinery is
eot started and the sesterage thereby
'forced out of the system into the
Over. The river is now within one
foot of the 40 foot stage and the
superintendent was directed to ket
in condition the machinery which is
operated by the electric motor. The
pumping outfit will then be started
It avoid the postibility of the river
water hacking up into the mains, be-
came if the water backs into the un-
derground system before the machin-
ery is started the ntechanirm is not
'of sufficient force to empty the pipes
tlt-ough which the sewage flows.
1 Weekly Session.The board of works holds its regu-
lar erekly session this afternoon and




I. Regarding the unwarranted false
statement in the News•Densotrat yes-
terday afternoon that the city elec-
tric lights were not burning out on
— — --- -
(Contiatied on Page Eight)
BLACK AND YELLOW RACES
WILL NEVER MIX WITH WHITE
YA.•4 • ' •
Washington. VS. Ce Jan what
will probably be the only extended
opec:h in the senate. Mr c*earin dis-
ettesed his resolution oti the Japan-
ese quest on. making an argument
favor of the doctrine of state rights
and protection of labor by the ex-
clusion of coolies from both China
and Japan.
lie criticized the stand' taken by
President Roosevelt on the Japanese
(inettibn. as to his interpretat on of
the existing treaty with Japan and
r.harged that the president's position
in regard to the introduction of cheap
labor as applied to the Ch nese was
inconeietent with his recent mess-axe
eto congress% in regard to the treat-
anent of Japanese nn The Pacific coast.
Under No Obligations.
"California.** said Mr. Gearin, "'a
ender no obligations to. the federal
government to have public schools or
eny kind of schools at all. And if
she does hilve them it is her province.
and not that of the 'general govern-
ment. to say how they shall be ma te.
tained and. how conducted and under
nrhat conditions."
Replying to the claim in the prea-
dent's message- that the treaty with
Japan guarantees to Japaneee chil-
dren the riglat. to attend the public
sothooks of ill Vie %tat e% in "the union
ones's, attend' them in cotnpany with
svfiite children. Itr. Gearin denied
emphatically that there is any pro-
vision in the treaty which by any
etetf,e°6f 40rattriktiKit can -be made
euriobrt 'etich a 'Witt
Mr. Crearier_oceneed the probable
results of permitting from one to
tnitect States. and declared
Ave inion apanese laborers to comeO J 
interoet øf : our people, in-
etitutione and government it should
lie stopped'now and forever.
Agan he said:
T. Protect Themselves.
"We have a right to protect .our-
selvts, and we must protect oureelves.
or NO to the wall in the .world's corn-
petition-."
Ire 'argued that the yellow and
white race e never have naked, and
never can. end commenting on this4
044.
-"Thrcr is something ebout these
,I..ime-antegnifeteis *at perhaps we do
not understand—perhaps it he neres-
earv that we should not iinderstand.
'The Asiatic and the American do
not intermarry---will never intermar-
ry, exropt in rare instances. We can
A
• "California is under no oblige-
? • tion to the federal government to
• have public schools or any kind
* of schools at all. And if she does
• have them it is her province, and
• not that of *be general govern.
• merit to say how they shall be
• maintained and how conducted
• and under whet conditions" •
• •













never &boob them or take them into
one social life."
C Ong the negro question to show
that the white' race never will mix
with one of the colored races, Mr.
Gearin said
"It was folly--the inane criminal
folly of those who thought cheap la-
bor. however obtained, a bleeeihk—
that brought these colored people
here as slaves, and where is the man
mew hold enough to dlay that it has
been a bless nst?"
_ Appeals to South.
Speaking of the "crisis" in the
South over the negro question, lie
appealed to the representatives of the
Southern states to .deal with the sit-
uation there as best they can in the
interests of humanity, good govern-
ment and righteousness.
He prom -sed "hands off," leaving
the situation to Southern honor, loy-
alty and 'Patriotiem. and concluded
his appeal by saying:
"But. we say to you at the same
time, in God's name don't aid by your
advice ot assist by your endeavors
the plans of 'those whose efforts. sue-
cersfnlly carried out, w II being down
upon us a condition which would be
worse—far worse in the end than. the
troubles which now beset you." .
Mr. Gearin' declared that China
would be in a position to demand ad-
iftssion of her cheap labor if the
ariviiege continues to be accorded to
Japan.
Concerning the president's message
on the subject. Mr. Gearin said:
"And in this. connection I would
',commend the essay on industrial
morality foetid on the thhty-fotirth
page of the message. 'to its distin-
guished author for re-perusal and
careful examination. .
"There is not one single objection
that was ever urged againsItthe Chi-
nese laborers that does it* apply
Well equal force against the: japan-







WHAT NIGHT TO MEET
MRS.. CARRIE LEHMANN' REP-
RESENTS CENTRAL WOW-
ARD AS.c0CIATION.
Lour* Supper Celebrated This Eve-
ning at First Baptist Church—So-
ciety Defers Meeting.
"The Sunday-school Teachers'
Training Class" for this city was
started off Monday evening, under
tery encouraging and delightful cir-
cumstances at Grace church parish
house ohere the session., still be held
and directed by Rector -David C.
Wright of that congregation. There
were about fifty present Monday
even ng, while many more have
signified their desire to affiliate but
could not get there until the next
gathering that will be Irld Monday
of next week, at which time the class
will decide what evening to hold the
weekly sessions, and finish a few
other preliminaries.
There are teachers and others fen-
resentine every congregation .n the
city in the class fiehich pronii-es to
be the source of beneficial study on
their part tinder the able direction of
the actor, who is an excellent student.
The class will make a !specialty in
studying Professor Hamill's course
for teacher's training, and also other
subjects that will aid them in their
Sunday-school work.
The recent county convention held
by the Sunday-school Association
several months ago decided to inaug-
urate the training class and named
Rector Wright as the instructor
Roorments•Aesociation.
Mrs Carrie A. Lehmann, the
evangelist, who has been gi% int/ a
eerie' of such helpful talks in the city
n addition to her work in the inter-
est of !social purity, is representing
the Central Howard association with
headquarters at Chicago, having fo
its object the care and reformation
of the inmates of penal institutions.
This association trives to reclaim
the conviced. a* far as possible be-
fore they leave the prison wall-, and
when this is effected, to secure em-
ployment for them in honorable Non-
thins, free from conditions that might
prove to be temptations
The work covers -a wide field and
fFoni the start the association has
been wonderfully successful. Of the
entire number of those under the
euardianship of the association after
leaving .the prison, only about six
ter cent thus far. have returned to
the old life.
Mrs. Lehmann says the keynote of
the creed of the association is that
the goodness of had men us more
reliable than the badness of good
men. The association looks after all
behind the bars, both men and wo-
men of any race or color.
••••••••11
Holds Woman's Meeting.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
Mts. Carrie A. Lehmann. the evange-
list, will hold a woman's meeting in
the lecture room of the first Baptist
church. All who have heard Mrs.
Lehmann will need no urging to be
present • Those who have not been
F., fortunate are most cordially in-
vited.
Celebrate Lord's Supper.
This being the second Wednesday
the squarter, the Lords* supper will
be celebrated at the Faust Baptist
church at 7:30 o'clock p. m. All mem-
bers are cordially invited to .be tree-
cut and participate in the services.„,
Pniels' Society.
The Friends society of Grace
church will not meet this afternoon
ith hire. Lillie Rieke ,Boyd of Ken-
tucky avenue, the cession having been
deferred until next Wednesday after-
noon. Jan. t6.
Boy Shoots Off His Nose,
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 8 —While
playing with.a small rifle today Clyde








ANOTHER OF HIS FITS'
•
—Born to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Gray, of 315 South Second street at




Dletective Moore Gets Telephone
Message Confirming Letter Say-
ing Lloyd Smith Was Alive.
#1C;' harles Tremaine looked like he
44 pat on a stunt of diving through
aft ash pile yesterday at noon while
I* was being led up Broadway in a
very drunken condition by Officers
Jabeson and Cross who locked him
op. If anybody had taken ashes and
dot and rubbed them all over his face
Asel clothing he wend not have pre-
*looted a more ludicrous sight, as he
%tire a oelking scavanget wagon.
; The officers found Sim lying root
ing around on top of an ash heap
tiltirel the Clark laundry on lower
flroadway, about as drunk as booze
gin accomplish, fie is an actor who
ibandoned the stage, but continues to
pat it cr here, and will play the prin-
role in the police court this
;morning. to the tune of "drank and
disorderly." %toil I
Another of "Fit" Series.
Major Ellithorpe is isow nursing
a bunged right eye over which is
cet a deep gash, caused by coming in
too hard contact oith the stone side-
walk on Second near Kentucky av-
enue yesterday afternoon about 4
o'clock. Mate is a "booze comedian"
of much ability and his continual in-
tuesicated state makes him subject to
eitunken fits. One of these overcame
Nal yesterday and in falling was cut
v gash, which had to be sewed
Ybf the city physician at the t:ty
ton ...here Officer Cross assisted the
Mate for this purpose. He has one
of tfiese fits esery few weeks and it
is a wonder he has not been killed
by heavy teams running over him
i* the streets.
Breach of Peace.
George Tandy and Will Davie, col-
(sou. were arrested yesterday by ()f-
ilters Johnson and Cross on the
charge of engaging in a mutual fight.
Bad Language Used.
Special Policeman Dick Tolbert of
tlie Illinois Central railroad yard
force arrested a young fellow named
imith on the charge of using ob-
atene language towards another.
Uniforms Expected.
I The new memhers of the police
partment expect to get their uni-
Rom% and helmets next week, they
4i% Jig been ordered ten days ago
fkom the factories and should be as,
tIteir way by now. The new patrol-
toen are walking their beats in civil-
ian garb pending arrival of the regu-
lition garments
Reward for Kissing Boy.
' Chief James Collins got a card yes-
trday stating that $r5 reward wouldpaid for any information leading
information of she whereabouts of
7. Samuel Beggs, a 16-year-old boy
whose home is in Chattan,00ga, Tenn
Chief T. J. Moscly of the police force
of -that city sent out the reward dr-
sters. and thinks :he led may be
Oround here. His mother is very ill
eed they want to locate him. Nobody
here knows anything of the chap, a
tocture of whom evidences a hand-
tome youngster.
-1 Anther Confir. truttion.
/ Detective. Moore several nights ago
peeisred a letter from Lloyd gmitli's
Sither at 'Alma Calloway county,
Clang that the boy had been he'd
om over in Illinois, and the detcc-
Ve could stop the search being made
e the lad, who was thought to have
been killed Tbe detective feared the
letter was a decoy and rung the father
te at Almo to confirm the epistle
end now gets. a response that the
litommunication was sent by the parent
led that the boy is all right.
.••••••••••••
, Looking for Hair Deer.
'The police are looking for a man
who is going around. town Felling a
eeletinn with which neople can dye
their hair any color they desire. He
A
has no license to do this kind of
business. The officers have not yet
succeeded in locating him.
Is Not in Paducah.
For the past week the officers have
been looking for Joe Reynolds, col-
ored, who is wanted at Peels, Tenn.,
on the charge of robbery. They got
word from that city last week to
watch oat for Reynolds, but a thor-
eugh search shows he is not in this
city.
Ttkok Cold Bath.
Special'Officer Dick Tolbert got
?free- a negro stealing coal from the
Johnston and Denker yards on West
Tennessee street and rather than be
arrested the thief plunged into the
CTOSS creek backwater alongside the
yards and swam all the way to the
ether side, 5odt feet distant, and es-
caped.
Fleadisln Church. .
Wm. Edwards, colored, was
brought to the city and put in the
codnty jail Yesterday by Constable
Harvey Watkins to ,serve out a $ao
fine imposed by 'Squire Knott of
Woodville on Edwards bevause the
latter fired his revolver at a colored





IDA EASTWOOD TOOK MOR-
PHINE AND KILLED HER-
SELF YESTERDAY.
Althcugh of the Demimonde. She Is
Said to Hnve Been a Very.
Charitable Woman.
Ida Eastwood contained suicide
yesterday afternoon at hit: home in
1036 Kentucky avenue, doubtless hav-
ing taken a doec of morphine. a% a
box containing a quantity of the drug
was found underneath her pillow.
She was found lying unconscious in
her lied by others at the place and
Dr. J. T. Reddicir vre, eummoned. He
responded at once, hut by the time
of hie arrival she had bre.at lied her
last. having just died', about 4:15
o'Clock. This rnoiiiing at to o'clock
Coroner Frank Faker will held an in-
NO WILL LEFT BY
DR, CALDWELL
ADMINISTRATOR WILL BE Al'..





- SION COMPANY INCORPOR-
ATED TERDA Y.
Appraisers Selected ileriv•'Value tho
Estate cf the Le4Npr, J. D.
Smith, r.
• Attorney Samuel B. Caldwell, Jr..
son of the late,t)r. S. Hellroidwell, Sr.,
yesterday stated that NW father did
not leave any will distributing his
immense estate, which will be equally
divided' between the son and daughtet.
Mrs. Edward R. Mallory. unless there
is found a wAl among the 'papers of
the deceased.
As stein as the fain ly makes appli
cation to the court! Judge Lightfoot
will appoint the administrator to take
charge eif the estate auriogiod it up.
,-
Stock Itscrcesod.
The Big Ten Imprettenient com-
pany yesterday filed a document with
the cennty clerk showing the capital
stock had been increased from $4.000
to $1o,noo. The company bnye teal
estate and deals in other commodities,
the otteetts being Robert I... Reeves.
Al M Foreman. Benjamin J. Billhook
and others.
New Commission Company.
The Interepte Commission come
pany filed articles of incorporatiou
yesterday with the county clerk, the
incorporators being /celery J Arens,
C. E. Cox and James F. English. The
concern capitalized at Stooloo- Oine
the highest &meant of indebtednese
&Rowed is Saploco. The stock is
&bulled iota shares of Spo each. and.
aubsic.r bed for as follow': Henry
Arens. effS shares of tiseleered and treoquest over the remans. Ida East-
wood Iva% about 45 years of age. and
unfortunately belonged to the demi-
monde of the community. ifer old
home was in Sebree. Ky.. she having
conic of an excellent family that
afterwards moved to Henderson. Ky
She fell by the wayside. and about
twenty yeses ago came to Paducah,
taking tin her home on West Court
street is here for a number of years
past she conducted a bawdy house,
hilt closed it the first of December
when the order was issued for all of
the establishments of this native to
doer in that section. She -then opened
private boarding house and had a
number of boarders stopping esith
her. 'all men
Although of he scarlet kind •he
was woman of a very charitable na-
ture, and had assisted many an one
fortunate creature who was down in
the world, even borrowing money to
help a fallen female in distrees. Re-
cently she has bent very despondent
and talked of :telling her property and
going to California where she has a
sister of much wealth.
The arrangements for the funeral
will be made today
GETTING UP
SOME FIGURES
MAYOR WILL BE OF SERVICE
TO NEW BOARDS IN THIS
RESPECT.
Every Board Following the Repub-
licans Has to Cs-re For Latter's
Big Debts,
ItOirder to give as much informa-
tion as possible to the new council
and aldermen regarding how much
money it will take to rut nthe' city
government this year. Mayor Yeiser
is now getting up data showing how
much was appropriated to each mune.
cipal department for last year and'
how much was spent by every neces-
how much was spent by each depart-
ment during two.
In talking of his figures the mayor
yesterday announced that it looked to
him 29 if the tax rate this year would
have to be put back to $1.85 per $1oo.
Last year it was $T.65 per Siva and
this did not realize enough money to
maintain the 1906 government by
shares of common stock; C. F.. Con,
too shares preferred' and 3j Aare%
common; James F. Englisli. too
gh.aees -preferred and 33 shares core-
mon: S. T. Roth of Mt. Plesant. Tenn ,
ma shares preferred and 4 shareasof
consnien stock. Arena is named presi-
dent and general manager and Eliot-
lieh secretary and treasurer. The
concern will 46-1 a Ottetil commission
business like M. Arenz has been eon;
ducting for -several years here. &fens-
phis will be The beacletuarters. and it
is probable no local office will he
maintained op oegeount of the 62,000
annual I tense put on this kind of
business by the city authorities.
Smith' Estate Appreiaers.
F. M. MleClathery. W A. Marts I
and M. T.. Byrd were yesterday se-
lected itr the counts- court as apprais-
ers to value the estateof the late De.
J. Smith. Sr who at not leav, any
will
Property 'Sea
Land in the. coupt bee been sold
by Jennie Ifol' for $re
and other co . '. 1 and the deed'
filed yeeterday for record with the
comity clerk,Wko, •
F. M. Fislthr bought from Ceel
Reed for ida4figiroerty on Washing-
ton near Second street.
Jennie Holt traosferred to 'Ara
Miles for Or and oeltlineironsiderationst
property in the Maxon Mill sectionhof
the county.
‘11'SMary I.. Ross ifdtfell to F. •
Fisher for $235 property on MAKI-0e
near Thirteenth street, and,' another
piece in that section forSeso.
about $25.000, which sum had to be
borrowed the, first of this month to
take up the deficit.
One city ofesal yeeterday said that
every boater-Alt ' remit* 'into offiee
right after, tftessouifwiieg- republicans
is compeller,' to raise the rate of tette
in order to. take tip the coorMath
overhanging' indebted% the repub-
lican leave for their ocrtic suc-




boards to decide dull* fanuary w
much money will he rieCiled
the city for the balance of the ear.
and Monday night der ng the c i
; 
nnot
session the mayor suggested- to the
body that the committee get down to
business in this respect as ssosen as
the new aldermanic board gets organ-
ized tomorrow rsight, and hhe come







TO OUST 1$10,000 BRIBE
M'CLELLAN DEAL BARED
NEW ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
NEW YORK BEGINS
PROCEEDINGS.
Claim That Hearst Was Legally
Elected Mayor and That Incum-
bent Is Beneficiary of Fraud.
New York, Jan. 8.—Attorney Gen-
eral Jackson, on behalf of the people
of the state of New York, today en-
tered a:nit in the supreme court
against George B. McClellan, praying
that the latter be ousted from the
office of mayor of the city of New
York on the ground that he has
usurped and unlawfully kolds such
office. whereas Win. Randolph Hearst
is legally entitled to the same.
It is stated that this new proceed-
ing has nothing to do with the quo
warrant° action which last week was
temporarily enjoined at the applica-
tion of mayor McClellan.
The complaUt declares flatly that
at the election in November, inos, Mr.
Hearst "was duly and legally elected
mayor of the city of New York." It
is further alleged that ballots, legally
marked for Hearst were counted for
McClellan by the inspectors of elec-
tion, and that these "miscounts"
formed the basis of the returns of the
Irate. It is claimed that men not en-
titled to vote were allowed to vote for
McClellan, and that in many other
ways the election laws were violated
at the icio6 election. Votes cast for
Hearst, it is declared, were not
counted in a number of districts.
The alleged Begat votes counted
for McClellan and the legal vote-'
which, it is asserted, were not counted
for Hearst "greatly exceeded, but by
precisely how much, the plaintiff is
linable to state, the difference between
She votes for the defendant, McClel-
lan. and the said Hearst."
"Notwithstanding the election of
said Hearst," the complaint concludes
George B. McClellan. "has usurped
and intruded into and now unlawful-
ly usurps and holds," the office of
anayor.
It is demanded that judgment he
rendered on the right of Hearst to the
office and also "npon the pretended
right of the defendant. McClellan.
thereto, and that it be adjudged that
the defendant, McClellan, has no just
or legal r ght to hold said office, and
that he hat had no such right since
the first. of January, ttga6: that the said
William Randolph Hearst was duly
elected to the office of mayor," and
has had, since January t. Igo& the
legal right to hold the office for the
term of four years from that dale.
The final prayer is that ".George B.
McClellan be oustea and excluded
from said office, and that the plain-
tiff (the people of the state of New
York) mays recover of the defendant
She costs and disbursements of this
action."
One difference between this new
action 2nd those that have preceded
it is that it 'a brought in the name of
the people of the state of New York,
wherela the others have been in the
name of Mr. Hearst.
MONEY WAS PLACED IN A
PITTSBURG VAULT BUT
DISAPPEARS.
Sensational Testimony Given in the
Scandal in Connection With
Tube City Road.
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 8.—Sensational
testimony was given today in the
$70,000 graft scandal in connection
with the ordinance to give the Pitts-
burg and Tube City Ralroad corn-
pan' an entrance into Pittsburg when
William A. Mtartin, a member of the
common council, was put on trial. in
criminal court charged with soliciting
a bribe 'for the passage of the ordin-
ance.
Among the witnesses were J. H.
Milholland, a civ 1 engineer for the
railroad company; C. B. Richardson,
s. broker, and C. S. Cameron, proi-
dent of the Pittsburg and Tube City
Railroad company, who are also im-
picated.
Milholland testified that he had
placed a $1.0s000 certified check in a
safe deposit box which was to have
been given to Martin and was told
by President C. S. Cameron in Mar-
t n's presence that the alleged bribe
money was increased from $6o,000 to
$70,000 in order to get sufficient votes
to. pass the Tube City ordinance over
the mayor's veto.
Milholland also testified that $70,-
ocio in cash was subsequently placed
in safety deposit boxes, first at the
Colonial Trust company and then at
the Union Trust company, for Mar-
tin, Milholland held the key to one
box and the key to the latter box was
deposited in another safety deposit
box at the Farmers' Deposit National
bank.
He also swore that Marlin ordered
him to eeliver the keys of a safety de-
posit box back to Cameron. remark-
ing as fie did AO that "he had been
trimmed again, for the money was
not there."
C R. Richardson, the broker, told
of the mysterious disappearance of
the $70.000 which he had loaned
President Cameron and of Council-
man Martin's refusal to be searched
for the money when it disappeared
and which was subsequently found by
a local detective agency. which re-
ceived t0000 for Its recovery.
According to R chardaon. the
acheme of fooling Martin was worked
in hi.' vtiy presence by means 'of two
envelopes, kne containing the money
and the otber identically similar on
the outside which did not Contain the
money. Joseph Flaherty. an employe





Have We An Instinct of Death.
The most convincing fact in proof
of an instinct of natural death seems
lo me that reported by Toxarsky. in
relation to an old woman. In the
lifetime of Totartky, I begged an
acquaintance of his to obtain for me
the details of this most interesting
caSe, of which I had found but an
incomplete statement. Totarsky un-
fortunately could add nothing to
what he had psthlilihed in his article.
I believe, hoivever, that I have found
the source from which his instance
bad been taken. In his book upon
the physiology of taste, which had its
day Brillat-Savarin re-
lates Cie following: "I had a great-
aunt. 93 years old, who was dying.
Although for some time confined to
her bed, she had retained all her fae-
tilties, and her condition was onlY be-
trayed by her loss of appetite and
the weakening of her voice. She had
always shown a fondness for me. and
I was near .her bed, affectionately
ready to wait on her, which did not
prevent my watching her with the
philotophical eye I have ever had for
the things and event, surrounding
me. 'Are you there, nephew?' she
asked in a scarcely audible voice. 'Yes.
"lint: I am here at your service, and
I think you would dko well to take a'
little good old wine."Give. mo"
ami; one can always swallow liquid.'
1 hastened: raising her gently, T made
her take half a glass of my 'best
win... She brightened for a moment
and looking at me with eves which
had once been very' fine. 'Thank yon,'
she said, 'for this last favor: if you
ever :each rny age, you will find that
death bkomes a need, just like sleep.'
These were her last words: half an
flour later she had fallen asleep for-
ever. We tinmistakably have here
instance of tale instinct of natural
death. The instinct was shown at
a relatively early nee. in a nel-son
ss-ho had retained all her intellectual
faculties."—Prof. Elie Metchnikoff in
liarper's for January.
**************************
* WHERE THEOSOPHY IS
• • PUT INTO PRACTICE *
**********************
Point Loma. the home of the TAeo-
.sophical Brotherhood in California.
is, according to investigations made
by Mr. Ray Standard Baker, a practi-
cal real"zation of "the evolution of
philosophy of Spencer and. Daarwin
carried out to its logical and ultimate
expression; teaching that the law of
progressive development . vvorks
in the realm of the spiritual e3t.st-
enee as it does in that of physical
existence." The settlement presents,
according to his article in the Amer-
ican Magazate (January), "a group
of cultivated men and women, in-
spired or perverted, according to one
point of view, by a faith so ardent,
so strange to ordinary knowledge,
that they had left their former
homes, their business, and even their
friends and relatives. had settled up-
on a far and wonderfully' beautiful
point of land reaching out into the
Pacific ocean from Southern Califor-
nia, and were seeking there the ideal
life as they conceived it." Most of
tile residents, declares Mr. Baker,
are cultivated people. many are weal-
thy, some s!ery wealthy. He emit n-
tits, in surveying the membership:
"It is not so surprising to find art-
ists, musicians, literary men, profes-
sors, and iAventors in such an •nsti-
tution; men who naturally dream
dreams; they are found' in every com-
munal experiment; but it is certainly
reinarkable that the same influence
has attracted hard-headed men who
have been for years in active busi-
ness I fe and have made fortunes; but
there are many such men at Point
Loma. In the same way people from
all walks of life have been attracted—
printers, carpenters, teamsters, elec-
tricians, bookkeepers—so that the in-
stitution, so far as its work is con-
cerned, is practically self-contain-
ed . • . .
"Among the prominent members
of the brotherhood are: A. G. Spald-
ing. the famous sporting iloods man-
ufacturer; W. C. Temple. wealthy
Pittsburg manufacturer; Clark Thurs-
ton, former president American Screa
company: F. M. Pierce of the Perce
Engineering company of New York;
W. Ross prominent Georgia
manufacturer; W. F. Hanson, Georgia
inventor of cotton-weaving machine:
To make a success of anyth nit. be
it business or housekeeping. the chief
thing required it the determination to
use one's brains and energy to their
greatest capacity. and to do as per-
fectly a; pos:ible the work that one
take' •n hand, says the St. Louis Re-
public.
It has been rather the fashion
among the preselit generation to look
down on housewifery. and somehow
or other girls expect to know such
things by instinct directly they are
marrit...d. Now, it take' some 1 ttle
time and no nall amount of trouble
to stretch a tiny income so that it
can be made to meet all necessary ex-
penses and yet leave a margin for
saving, inanrance, etc.
s
Even if a young wife has a very
mall amount a week on which to 
I
keep house for herself and her hus-
band, she certainly ought to be able
to !put by a 1 ttle each week.
The easy way in which to manage
an allowance, whether big -or small,
is to apportion it out carefully on pa-
per, and decide exactly how much can
he spent on one thing and how much
on another. le!
Start with some scheme, however
rough and imperfect, and as the weeks
go on and experience comes the vari-
ous items can he readjusted to suit
any special. requirements.
Do not, however, think that it is
absolutely necessary to precisely keep
to all the details of your scheme. The
benefit you get by having one is
this: Suppose you allow a certa n
amount per week for meat, and sud-
denly find that by the middle of the
week you have already spent more
than half of it. Then you know that
pint intot manage more sparingly for
meat for the rest of the week. Think
how much better that is than if you
went on buying haphazardly, and at
the end of the week found you had
spent twice as much as you ought to
on meat. •
Or, again, if you find that you
spend more than you had allowed for
one thing, you must save the money
on another. Suppose, for instance,
you spend more than usual on vegt-
tables and meat one day; you mutt
arrange to do w:thon't a dessert, or
get something very cheap indeed for
the next day's dinner.
No scheme of expenditure can be
ruoperdy carried out yutt keep
**************************
• DEATH LURKS •
IN THE KISS •
**************************
The danger of contracting dilsease
through kissing has been sounded fre-
quently. Prof. E. W.  Bemis of Cleve-
land, 0., is lying at the point of
death from diphtheria. Lloyd. Be-
mis, the professor's 7-year-old S011,
from whom he contracted the disease
by kissing him, is almost well, says
the Chicago Examiner.
Experts who have made a study of
this subject are prepared to prove
that death in many forms lurks in the
nnocent kiss. Experiments k have
shown that most fever germs that
could hardly find their way from
one person to another in any other
war may be exchanged in the kiss.
The breath is the agent that carries
life into the system. It is also the
agent of disease and death. A million
deadly micfobes can rest upon the
pOnt of a cdanbric needle ands find
room enough. Such microbea might
lie dormant for a long time and final-
ly become innocuous were they left
to ordinary conditions.
But under the warmth and glow of
the kiss of affection they become act-
ive. And wh le two sweethearts are
exchanging the chaste token of af-
fection, or plighting their troth in a
loving kiss, one of the twain may
be giving the other a poison that wil
cans< death.
Prof. Deiderichson, a German
chemist, has shown that there are
destructive germs, which seem to be
realty brought to life, created under
the influence of a kiss. He goes so
far as to say that the Ic.ss of itself it
an active force in creating disease
where the motive that prompts it is
an unholy one. But he has found no
other student to agree with him in
this radical conclusion.
But no matter bow much danger
there may be shown lurk.ag in this
historic form of salution, nor how
widely the information may be circu-
lated, there seems to be no falling off
in the general fashion of kissing; in
fact. t has become in some quarters
a *capon of warfare.
The latest expression of the kiss
happened last week in Mt. Gilead. 0.
-While a religions revival was in prog-
ress in that town an epidemic of
kiss ng broke out nail became so
general that the preacher was obliged
to discontinue his discourse and ad'
R. Machete. English artist; M as the young men and women
bert. sister of the former British min- against kissing duriug the service-.
ister to the United States. Ex-Sec- According to a report sent by an
retary Gage. though not a member, eye w mess the smacking of lips be-
is a resident at Point Loma and deep- came so pronounced as finally to
ly interested n it." break up the meeting.
1.ife in this community is entirely The revival was being conducted
diverse from the models provided by by the Rev. laa Carter and during
the outside wort. Children are edu- the firs; week great interest sta•
catet1 somewhat after the manner of aroused and the preacher via elated
the old Greek ideals. Fam ty life dis- over the prospect of a successful re-
appears. The training of children vival. But as the uncontrollable de-,
even from infancy, and the proaecu- sire to kiss took hold upon the young-
/ion of household 4uties. such cape- er people of the congregation. spread-
cially as pertain to eating, are con- ing with such rapidity that the smack-
ducted on the cooperative plan. Er- ng of lips could be heard in all parts
erybody work:. but each elects the of the house, the preaches became
work he likes best. "The lawyer of alarmed. His requests that the kiss-
the 'netitution . . . diversifies his le- ing be stopped were ignored.
gal work by superintending the vege- Instead of obeying the preacher's
table garden." His wife cooks in the injunction. the kissing grew worse and
kitchen. The leader of the orchestra worse with each night until it be-
takes a turn at gate tending; a writer came necessary n order to carry on
for the New Century Path, the or the meetings at all, to quarantine
gan of the brotherhood. may do a against those infected with the kiss.
turn as a mender of roads. All are ing fever.
ttudentt. Nfosic and the drama. home The history of the kiss is most in-
produced, are among the recreations. teretting. Every shade of feeling.
"The)' have produced, among other from venerat on to hate, has its rep-
plays. 'The Eumenides' of Aeacitylua resentation in the historic kali,. It
in the open-a r theater under condi- has betrayed saints, warned criminals.
lions of climate and sky with ens- overthrown monarchies, toppled down
fumes which must have made the thrones, won pardons and committed
performance a close duplication of lives to exile. If it a the conveyor
those of ancient Greece." of disease it may become lesa popu-
lar.
strict accounts of how every penny
goes. It is a good thing to have a
little pocket account hook. and enter
every item in it in pencil if you pre-
fer it, and then at the end of the
week enter the various totals in a
larger book—butter so much, bread
so mush, milk. etc.
A paling wife should try and he
very careful and accurate about keep-
ing her accounts, and should make a
Point of go ng through them with, her
husband every week, asking his ad-
vice in any difficulty.
Another thing which helps is care-
fill buying. It is much cheaper and
better to buy things at a good store
than from people who call at the
door. You 'tivariably• get better val-
ue and just what you want if you
choose things yourself.
Always see your own meat cut off
and take care that a lot of useless fat
and. gristle is not weighed out with
it.
It is a wise plan when settling in
a fresh neighborhood to deal at first
with several stores of the same k.nd,
and note down and compare on a bit
of paper the price sand qualities of
'the goods you buy, Co that you find
out where you izet the best value for
yonr money. Never on any account
sacrifice fine qttality to cheapness. It
is false economy to buy bad, cheap
food and then have a doctor's bill to
pay.
It is also a great waste of good
meat to boil and roast it. Every rating
wife should invest in two brown
errthenware are with lids. One should
he kept for cooking fish, the other for
meat, a.: all fond cooked in this way
preserves the juices and is midi
more nourishing. A littAddAill
Capt. John Singh. -
Capt. John Smith of W lloughby in
Lincolnshire was the man to
whom the saccess of the first English
permanent settlement in North Amer-
ica was directly "due. Though only
26 when the expedition sailed with
him on hoard, he had already enjoyed
sitch a succession of thrilling experi-
ences as was the lot of few men even
in the adveniuront age of Elizabeth.
At the age of 16 he had entered on a
military career in France and the low
countries. In Moo he sought aervice
against the Turk., who were then at
the height of their power, and had
only lately ceased to threaten iVenna
itself. On the way to the East he
was thrown overboard as a Huguenot.
and was rescued by a pirate, from
whom his inexhaustible resourceful-
ness enabled him to escape after a
time. He then entered the Austrian
tervice and tooin signalized hmself
by a series of brilliant exploits. One
of these—the defeat of three Turkish
champions in 'single fight—earned him
his well known coat-of-armt. "three
Tnrks' heads in a shield," from Sig-
ismond Bathori, prince of Transyl-
vania. Later he was taken prisoner
by the Turks; and owed his escape
to the interest with which he inspired
a Turkish lady. "Whatever might
happen." as Gaardiner says, "he was
able to turn it to account. In. the
worst dangers- he knew what was -the
sight thing to be done."—London
Outlook.
A stock prit: into which a V01111!'
housewife should put all the odd, and
ends of mea1! etc., and an occatOnal
few cents' worth of bones, and use
them a's a basis for a nourishing veg-





In this store on the finest, largest and most complete line of original
art ever shown in the city. Remember your beat girl, mother or sis-
ter by presenting them with one of these nice pictures that will last
longer than any other present you can make, and look nice longer.
See C. C. Lee show window.
Picture frames made in all sizes, in a few minutes, by the oldest
and most experienced picture framer in the city. We have mould-
ing in all sizes and colors. If you have any picture framing done,
be sure to go to C. C. Lee.
Wall paper
That will stick tighter and look brighter, Is stronger and will last
longer than any other paper in the city. We are making some spe-
cial prices on wall paper for a few days. If you are in need of pa-
per, it will pay you to see C. C. Lee,.
Window Shades
That shade your windows like you want them shaded; on rollers
that never fail to rolL A. lAdVadm1111161kAU
C. C. !Lee
315 131ZP1DR11111
Conquest of Air foreseen in
Victory of Dumont
The recent experiments of Santo._
Dumont in Paris, wherein he demon-
strated his ab lity to direct a ma-
chine heavier than the air over t he
heads of people for quite a distance,
directing its course, would seem to
establish the fact that the navigation
of the air is not only possible, but
probable.
The machine used by the French
aeronaut in his late experiment' has
no suspended bag of gas. but is in
reality a flying machine, built so ass
to reapond,to a rockier which po nta
its coarse either up or down, or in
any given direction.
Whether this machine can be built
tsp or improsed in such a way as to
make t practicable or not. Sante:al-
Dintiont has shown that the air is
navigable by man, and the rest will
come, says the Chicago F.saminer.
Terrible Possibilities.
If se except the somewhat mytlii-
;:d performances of Dacilalus and
leatus, and the once well attested hut
now generally d sereilited stories of
witches cleavingatbe midnight air on
broomsticks, we insist come down to
our own time' for any authentic at-
tempt to realize the prophetic words
of Friar Bacon, written over 60o years
ago'
"There may he made some flying
natrument. so that a man sitting in
the middle of the instrument and
turning some mechanism, may put in
motion some artificial wings which
may beat the air 1 Ice a bird flying."
The conquest of the air offers ter-
:dile possibilities in the way of further
horrors in time of warfare—evoking
visions of "the nalona' airy naves
grappling in the central blne"--but
peace also has her uses for aeroplanes
as well as- war, and we may live to
get accustomed to the spectaclatt of
the well-to-4n winging their way
southward bith the 'wallows at the
approach of winter, or, in the 'streets
of Chicago, giv•ng, say. three whis-
tles for an nesoplane as nonchalantly
as they now blow twice for a hansom
cab.
The problem of aerial navigation is,
no doubt, intensely interesting, and
volumes might be written of the him-
dredt of attempts ,to solve it by
means of drigible balloons and aero-
planes of one kind and another.
Balloons Out of Date.
It now seems to be, generally ac-
cepted that balloons are out of the
running, and that victory can only he
readily attained by an aeroplane, or
flying machine, heavier than air.
which, birdlike. str+taint Itelf aloft
by means of its planes or pinions.
gliding along at various levels either
by their motion, or by that 'mparted
by revolving fans or propellers.
The "Carriage of the Aerial Tran-
sit Company," pictured in a print of
1843, is no doubt an entirely imagin-
ary affae, butt it is interesting to note
that in many respects it very closely
assimilates to many recent designs.
One txpe. though merely a toy pro-
pelled by the twisting of an india-
rubber band, is worthy of note as be-
ing, as has been stated, the first aero-
plane actually to fly.
Another, in which there is an at-
tempt to bring the aeroplant to a
nractical ns-e, was the design of a
Soaniard. Cabellttro de lot Olivnt, in
1%5. Enginet in the car were to
drive it at such a speed that the
val plane above it would rite fike
kite, lifting the whole machine with
if, It probably never got further
t!r.7. parts in the patent office.
The theory was good, but the uvemi-
tor IS a • hardly practical
Maxim's Aeroplane.
But u.w we come to the famous
aeroplane insented by Sir Hiram'
Maxim, a machine which, although it
never actually flew, came very near
to it, indeed making a determined ef-
fort to leave the gu de rail which
held it down while being driven for-
ward, and badly damaging itself.
Prof. Langley's aerodrome, on the
other hrud, has on at least two occa-
sions tlown a distance of over half
title, though not big enough In carry
any Passengers. The invention is,
howeser, evalently on the right lines.
The French war office fur a long
time has been very desirous of get-
ting hold of a practical flying ma-
chine. and in the (litigable balloon re-
cently experimented with seems to
have got, at any rate, a very iiseful
art de. In tlitiff, however, the were
experimenting with a very different
affair. the "kvion." the invention of
M. Ader. It was equipped with en
engine of twenty-horse power, and
after a set ea of experiment. actually
(pitted the ground. But almost im-
mediately it Wa5 struck by a squall
of wind, capsized, and smashed itself
up.
Very Fragile Affair.
A flying machine must in the nu-
tura sf things be a (raffle affair. Herr
I.ilienthal. a German, met with a cer-
tain amount of success by jumping
from various heights equipped with
a pair of widely extended wing. from
if100 to 1804; and Mr. P leiter. an
Englishman, emulated him with a
somewhat similar gliding apparatus
in tArso tnfortunately, both these
nvestigators paid for their daring
with their live,.
JAPS TO Go To
ST. Lows SCHOOL
St. Louis, Jan. 7.—Japanese
students, sons of wealthy merchants
and professional men of the land of
chrysanthinnmt, and' who desire al
English education, are coming to St.
Loins, according to Kichisaburo
Schimma, a young Japanese student
who arrived in St. Louis last nght
from Seattle, Wash.
"The feeling against the Japanese
in San Francisco and Seattle." said
Schinnira. "is 'so keenly felt by the ,
student class from the Orient that al/
of them are determine/I to come
farther east for their education.
"The splendid treatment accorded
my countrymen at the St. Louis Ex-
pos:6cm is known all over the Japan-
ese Kingdom, and in looking for an
educational center in America, a great
majority of the Japanese students
have turned their eyes !toward this
city. I ans the first, I believe, to ar-
rive, but others are coming.",
Schmura will enter the Central
High school. He wIt met at Union
'station by Kinzo Site. another Jap-
anese boy, of No. 5t159 Fairmount
avenue. Sito has been in St. Loaia
for six months. He correttporsdledwith several Japanese students in the,
Pacific Coast cities, and was Ovirtt-
mental in bringing Schimura to thi:City.
Sichimura IS aa years old. He is thesem of a florist in Tokis,. lUtt fatheris said to possess an international'










































































from Louisville to St. Louis
By Crolley





Evansville, fwd., Jan. 8.—The route
"for a tract:on line from Mk. Vernon,
where it will connect with the
line already in operation between that
city and St. Louis to Mt. Vernon,
lnd., connecting with the MI. Vet-
ron & Evansville I ne, is now being
surveyed through Jefferson, Wayne,
Edwards and Wabash countick if; Il-
linois, and Posey counts in Indiana.
and although 'those interested in the
new line are keeping their plans n
'the dark, it is thought that convtruc-
tion work will be commenced within
a short time and that it will not be
long ant I through electric oars will
be running between Evansville and
St. Louis.
A surveying party is now at work
east of Mt. Vernon, Ill.. in Jefferson
county, locating a possible route for
*e sew line. They are working stead-
ay to the east and will probably cross
the river into Posey county within
the next few weeks.
G F. Martin of Albion, Ill., in Ed•
wards county, who i looking after
She interests of the Eastern capitat-
ions who are financ ng the road. says
*at there -s not a doubt of the early
construction of the road. Mr. Martin
says they are not yet willing to dis-
cus, full) the plans for the road, but
said:
"The men who are financing the
new line are among the hest known
carVtali•ts n the East. They mean
Ili/sines.. The line I. to be construct-
ed. and that very soon. When it is
6 completed. the ent:re line from Mt.
Vernon. Ind. will be direct and from
Evansville w II at least be as direct
as any steam line already in opera-
Con. A corps of surveyors is now at
work surveying a possible route for
the location of the road, and-just as
stw.n as they have completed their
work runt plans will begin to take &f-
in te shape" • ',Int
%Viten asked as to whether or not
the nes company would bridge the
Waha.b river Mr. Martin said that he
did not care to discuss that matter
for a tinsel kir. Martin says that•no
definite news of the company:. inten-
thin. con be liven out until the sur-
d
veying corps have conialeteil their
miner into Mt. Vernon. Ind
The tours through which the new
road will probably pass as it i• mass
proposed are Mt. Vernon. Fairfield.
Grarville and Crossville. in Wino s,
and Mt. Version, in Indiana. •
The line Item Mt. Vernon. Ill., to
St. Louis is already in operation and
is said to be one of the fastest and
best -nternrban lines in the country.
The building of the traction lute
from St. Louis to this city means
that St. Lout. and Lewisville will
eventually be connected by a traction
line. The Evansv Ile & Cannelton
Tractinn company was recently in-
corporated at Ind ianapnli• and will
extend a traction line from this city
by way of Boonville to Cannelton,
err/ it ix understood the I ne ss ill he
built from Cannel:n eventually to








UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
The Publishers of Weimer's latirealiseel
Ilactlasery sifts that It Is, In fat t.the popes
tar Ueatwldied teen hi re-edited his
detail. and vastly en re In every part, will
the purpose of adapting it to inset the largerand severer requiressenta of asseabiegmans-
tans"







irettars Mee thoroughly re.
blie been corrected in
vesy PligivrrailledmIrably adapted to meet
aweree requirements of a
veneration wheel demands more of popular
phileingiesi knowledge than any generatkre
tbat the world sesever contained.
It is perhaps needless to add t hat we refer
to the dicronary is our judicial work am of
the highest authority In accuracy of dedni.
Goa ; and that in the future's in the past it
will be the source of constant reference.







The ohms refers to WEBSTZR'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
4) THE GRAND PRIZE
DM Menet award) was !Wen to the Interne.tional at the World's Fiur, bt. Louis.
GET THE LATEST AND BEST
Tsii WI be interested to neer
speelerti pages, seat free. •









* RUBBER FROM WHEAT. •
• •
That a substance chemically identi-
cal with india-rubber may be made
from wheat, and that a process for
manufacturing it has been perfected
by William Threnfell Carr, an Eng-
lish inventor, is asserted by William
Thomas Walsh, writing in the Tech-
nical World Magazine (Chicago, De-
cember.) The peculiarity of this pro-
cess is that it requires an organic
substance—the ferment of ordinary
saliva—which the inventor proposes
to scenic in sufficient quantity from
animals. Says Mr. Walsh:
"It was by accident that Mc. Carr
made the first step in his great dis-
covery. He was but a small boy
then.. Passing one day through a
field of wheat, lie plucked a few
grains of the cereal, and, chewing
them, foriped the glutinous compound
an familiar to 'every 'miner,' lad.
Many years later, recalling his early
experience. he began putting hi: the-
ory to the test. His first laboratory
was a small shed in his hack yard:
his apparatus, a coffee Grinder and a
Fettle of hot water. Later, he was
able to obtain the use of the best
shoos and laboratories in England.
"His early experiments showed his
theory to be founded on fact—namely.
that wheat mixed with saliva, or
rather %id' ptyalin. a chemical ele-
ment found in saliva. dile, produce I
kind 411 rubber. Ptyalin acts as a
ferment. and combined with starch
forms what is called dextrose. which,
in its turn, treated by special pro-
  taken on charaoteristics of
rubber. The ascertaining of these
facts was hut finding. lint %olving, the
problem. Its what proportion' to min-
al. the two ingredient., and where
to procure ptyalin in sufficient quan-
tities. were questions that had to he
answered. if the d scovery was to be
anything more than a <winos scien-
tific fact. Prolonged teat. showed
that there :4 no substitute for ptyalin:
but they also showed that the cow.-
mon hog secretes this chemical in ult.
usual quantit es. This point settled.
the rest was a matter of patient's.
skill sn'l time
"The various grades of 'libber in
mit are quite numerous. They rangy
from the thin solution for waterpraof-
inat to the tough matetial of the a rblf
hall. Mr Carr discovered that :.ity
part cuter grade might b • produce:I ba-
ton sitr.g, at a nreciac moment, the
fermentation process between ths
wheat and ptralin. The most accur-
ate. painritaking and prolonged effart
was required to discnver the pr se
moment in each ease. Six grades of
rubber are the renult. T'•.ey may be
used for the following purposes' For
waterninnfing: for tubs* and other
Rex ble material; for ti-es; as a suss-
stitute for linoleum' for pavias pur-
poses, and for golf halls Others will
(ollna- from time !r, time. A %pub-
cafe IN. been :en-Inert in I:nisi:cod !..
push the new p'-'du: and tws
the grivs.nnienta on the continent a -e
%ant te• t'a V! (Alf:LID al the p.ere::-
rigitts for their respect ye countries.
"In the face of the fact that se
many men have Wird in their• at
to produce a similar product.
how can we be at all certain that
the new neroduct will realize our ex:
pectations? There is usually a spe-
cific test for the genuine as against
the spurious. ifl the case rif cereal
rubber, the test is vulcanization. This
ia a process of hardening. through
the intnrduction of snlphnr, to enable
rubber to resist the action of heat and
.-olvent chemicals. Reit three sub-
stances. so far as known can stand
th s process; they are natural rub-
ber. gutta-percha. and the new pro-
duct known a% cereal rubber.
"Finally the question of the cost
present!' itself. For practical pur-
noses, that is the vital question. And
the answer is, cereal rubber can meet
natural rubber in open competition
in the markets of the world. It can
imdernell t. The initial cost of tram-
porting the liquid product of the for-
est to the manufacturing plant is a
heavy one. I1/4foreover. additional ex-
pense is entailed by the necessity of
removing certain impurities which
natural rubber accumulates in- its
crude state."
Tnberculoes in the Cities.
Unquestionably tuberculosis will
cnntinite to be widely fatal. notwith-
standing all . efforts to elite the indi-
vidual attacked, -as long as human
be continue to herd together in
cities where eonditionsi far lie
spread of the disease. Smoke and
street chisvare two of the great causes
of all diseases of the respiratory or-
gans. A clean city more than a city
situated , in' a section noted for- a
healthful climate means a healthful
c ty and the, fight against. wheretoI losia and the lesser diiteases of the I
I respiratory system should be under-
taken in behalf of persons who havenor yet become the prey of disease
as well .as in behalf of tho,e who have
already become victims of conditions





SUPREME COURT DEALS HARD
BLOW TO CLEVELAND
RAILWAY.
Upholds Decision Declaring That
Franchises Expired in 1905—.
Must Bow to Mayor
Johnson.
Cleveland, 0., Jan. 9.—iEty its decis-
ion today the supreme court of the
United States dealt a severe blow to
the Cleveland Electric Railway com-
pany, declaring its franchises on Cen-
tral and Quigley avenues and • Erie
street invalid. Mayor Johnson and
his 3-cent fare cohorts are greatly
pleased -by the decision and will bring
the present low fare war to a speedy
termination.
At last night's meeting of the city
tonna Mayor Johnson ia a communi-
cation addressed to the council called
a special meeting for Thursday after-
noon, at which time the council and
representatives of the street railway
interests involved will determine what
steps will be taken.
At the meeting last night an ordi-
ranee was introduced providing that
the street railway that operates in the
streets mentioned in the court's de-
ciaion shall charge no more than 3
cents fare throughout its system and
give universal free transfers. If this
is accepted by the council it is argued
by some that the Cleveland Electric
which has been running cars on the
streets mentioned notwithstanding
the questionable validity of it% Iran -
clinics. may he forced to drop its
rate of fare to 3 cents throughout its
system.
The supreme retort holds that the
Cleveland Electric's franchise in Cen-
tral avenue. Ouiney avenue and Erie
street expired March 2 a. 1004. con-
firming the dee;sion of Judge Taylor
of the United States curcuit court
His decision to the effect that the
franchise on the IiaiTI• route granted
to mayor Johnson's Forest City rail-
way was in the nature of an extension
of the Cleveland Electric arants and
WA' invalid was also sustained.
According to an estimate made by
Mayor Johnson today the company
owes the city approximately Umtata"
ia rental, a. agreed 'pan.
In his communication to the city
council today Mayor Johnson said
that every endeavor would be made
to come to an amicable agreement
with the Cleveland Elect& railway
in determining what shall he done
with the Central and Quincy lines
He said that the contract the ctiy
made with the railway concerning
rental was a verbal one and that the
price wa• not definitely stated. but
that in his estimation tiatio.000 should
be paid for the iiae of the streets.
The Coming American Monarchy.
Human nature being '5 hat it is,
srppose we must expect to drift into
monarchy by and by. It is a sadden-
ing thought, but we human beings
cannot change our nature. we are all
alike, we human beings; and in our
blcsod and bone, and -neradicable. we
carry the aeeds out of which mon-
archies and aristocracies are grown:
worship of gaud-. titles, distinctions.
power. We have to worship these
things and their possessors: we arc
all horn so and we cannot help A.
We have to he despised by some-
body whom we regard as above us.
or e arc not happy: we have to
have somebody to worship and envy.
or u-c cannot be content. says Mark
Twain in the North American Re-
view.
In America we manifest this in all
the ancient and enstomary ways. In
public we scoff at files and heredi-
tary privilege. but privately we han-
ker after them. and when we get a
chance we buy them for cash and a
daughter. Sometimes we get a good
man and worth the price, but we are
ready to take him anyway. whether
he be ripe or 'rotten. whether he be
clean and decent or merely a basket
of noble and sacred and long-de-
scended offal. And when we get him
the whole nation publicly chaffs and
scoffs and privately enves. and also
is woad of the honor which has been
conferred noon tic. We run over our
list of titled purchases every now
and then in the newspapers and dis-
t-11,4s them and caress them and are
thankful and happy.
In a monarchy the people
and rejoicingly revere and take
nride 'n their nobilities and are not
humiliated by the reflection that this
!nimble and hearty homage gets no
return hut contempt. Contempt does
not shame them: they are used to it.
they recognize that- it is their proper
'Inc.' We 'are all made like that. in
Europe we easily and quekly learn to
take that attitude toward the sover-
eigns and the aristocravies: moreover,
it-has been observed that 'when we
get the attitude n-e go on and exag-
gerate it. presently becoming more
servile than the natives and vainer of
The next step is ti rail and scoff
at ilenuhlics and -democracies. All of
'which is natural. for we have nOt
ceased to he human beings'by becom-
ing Americans, and the human race
was always intended to be governed




EVER SPENT AT THE
INSTITUTION.
The Lady Managers Feel Gratified
to Those Assiating in the Com-
mendable Cause.
The ladies in charge of the Home
oi the Friendless wish to express their
thanks and appreciation for contribu-
tions during the month of December
and at Christmas time. It was the
most bountiful and delightful Christ-
mas ever spent in the Home.
Mrs. Frank Parham's Sunday
school class, composed of the follow-
ing girls, gave a barrel of flour:
Julia Dabney, Lucile Harth, Mary
Gregory, .Mary Jennings, Willie Wit-
Ls, Maud Lamb, Ethel Humphreys,
F.lizabeth Williamson, Garnet Buck-
ner, Clara Smith, Marion Williamson.
Ruth Baynham, Kate Warren, Ethel
Sights, Mary Clark and Mary Lyons.
Rev. Bourquin and his Sunday
school carried a donation of potatoes
rod apples and entertained the chil-
dren with songs and recitations.
The Mite society gave a basket of
provisions.
The Elks sent 26 loaves of bread.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterim
church two boxes of provisions.
Broadway M. E. Bazaar, box of
cereals.
On Christmas night Mr. Tom Ev:
itts visited the Home as Santa Claus,
and after giving the children a merry
time, left with them three baked tur
keys, two dozen loaves of bread, a
large bucket of candy, fruits, nuts.
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Friedman also
visited the children, giving each one
a present. besides valtable donations
ni dresees, wraps, cape, hats, bolts
of goods. etc.
Mr. R F. Moshell sent two large
le ads of kindling wood.
Mr. Louis Ifenneberger. two dozen
kinves. forks, spoons, half rt,iren
pairs" of scissors.
Southern Peanut c,.mpal;). b:kg ot
peanuts.
Rhodes Burford company. mattress.
Rudy. Phillips & Co., lot of cloaks.
hoods, etc.
F. P. Gilson. five gallon coal ril
DuBois & Son, toys and dolls.
Rock Shoe Co.. shoes.











Ws. F. J. Fells. bolt of toweling.
Mrs. Rubel. clothing.
Mrs. P E Stutz. candy.
Mrs. Victor Voris, one dozen
canned vegetables.
Mrs. II. E Thompson. ba•ket of
candy.
Mrs. Stint Logan. presents and
large cake.
Km Belle CatnrIbell. canned fruit
and butter.
MTS. W. H. Coleman. present) fur
children.
Mrs. Capt. Henry Baker. dressed
rag.
Mrs Geo. C. Thompson, bolt of
Panne,
Mrs. Lawrence Albritton. money to
children.
Mrs Henry Ormsby, presents and
fruit.
Mrs. John George. clothing.
Mr. S. H. Maxwell. bushel apples.
Mr. R F. Milligan. school supplies
Master Jahn Stnnott Meyers. tar
ba-kets of orange'.
Master W. J. clothing
Master Rankin Dallam. presents.
Master Elbridge Palmer. toys.
Miss Orrie Clark. dry grinds.
Elizabeth Reed Tandy. presents.
Mrs. Ethridge Palmer. Minacne
Barnett. Louis R'eke. E. P. Noble.
G. Boone. L. S. DuBois and many
others gave presents.
KILLED BY FRAUD SCANDAL
Man Convicted of Defrauding Gov-
ernment Dies of Melancholia.
Washington. Jan. Q.—Samuel A.
Groff, 6o years old, who was released
from the Mounerville. W. Va., peni-
tentiary last September after serving
three years for complicity in the pos-
tal fraud-, died at his home in this
city today.
Groff was convicted in the spring
of too3 with his brother. Diller B..
Groff, and August W. ?Aachen, form-
er general superintendent of free de-
livery, on the charge of conspiracy
to defraud the government in connec-
tion with the sale of the patented
Groff letter box fastener. The at-
tending physician announced that
C;roff's death was cansed by me-
lancholia.
Immigrants Barred Out.
No less than it.000 _immigrants
were turned away from our shores
and boundaries last; year because they.
calme nithont money or for other rea-
sons which. in the opinion- of the im-
migrant officials, rendered them un-
fit to become inhabitants of the 'Units
ed States,—liartfoa, (Conn.). Times,,
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Flock.




Officer 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1694
WE Pay 4 per cent. intereston time deposits. Start
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WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let me build the house; you pey for it se yes
pay rent. Vacant to in all parts of the city. Nice lots ea ths
proposed car extension so Drawl to union depot sod se Also
streets beat liso to $ue each. Buy now se inesdinsset pion
while cheep. Trip is the highest ground le the city. Property he
anvanda rspify.
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIEIGHT, MACHIN.
ERT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND 111014 ROE. BOTH PHONES.




OFFICE PHONE 414-s EZIMENCE PHONE ims
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND RIEBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Phope* New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Efinger Co.I. 4r.Matta9
Undertakers and Einbahners.
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. silY
 .4•16•11MIMIlla







, REGISTER NEWSPAPER 
CO.
(Incorporated.)
At Register Building. 523 Broadway
NAMES E. WILHELM, President
NOHN WILHELM, 
Treasurer
RQBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Poatoffice of Padu-




Three Vonther - 
One week 
the St. Louis Republic has this to
say:
"In this age of daily casualty an-
nouncement of the first international
exposition of safety devices seems
orportune.. Its purpose is to awaken
the public to the necessity of doing
scmething to lessen causes of acei-
ciints. The object of the New York
display should at least arouse a prac-
tical 'interest in the problem of safe-
gnarding life and limb.
"Leosons of frequent railway
wrecks, street car collisions, falling
elevators and injuries or fatalities in
factories should have been so well
learned by this time -that the most
snselfish interest ought to be com-
manded by any plans to overcome the
$5.00 constant and often hidden menace of
accident. Nothing better calculateda.so
to direct the attention of legislatures
1.ss to preventive measures has been de-
10 v'sed than this exposition.
"Irrespective of any mechanical
Anyone failing to receive tbis paper merits it may offe
r, the moral effect
regularly should report the matter to 
of its mission is the desirable ele-






gre asublirkrirol to announce the.
igaiiitYof Joe 'A. Purchasnfor c ty
subiert to the action ..C.f the
demeoratit party.
.1tedrisd1y gorning Jan. g, 1907.
.Pire -Food and Honesty.. •, •
'• The pure food law is regarded as
a vicious measure by those who have
ilTstra *Owealthy by fraudulent prac-
ticer 'misting before the enactment
of the law. The evil of adulteration
has made more liars and criminals
than almost any other one thing, and
the good work to be performed to the
law comes none too soon. The Chi-
e go Examiner in discussing•the ef-
fect of the new law says:
"The going into operation of the
pure food law brings to light many
rimy frauds and dishonesties which,
to say the best of them, are not
cleditable to human nature
"Of course every well-informed
pillion has long known that many .of
the things that we con-ume are mere
imitations of what they purport to
lsr Nobody was ever seriously mi.-
.led in regard to the actual character
of much of the 'real maple syrup'
and the 'pure honey' sold by the gro-
cers. to mention Only one or two
instance among a multitude. But
sili.en knowledge that has been mere
matter of inference is transformed in -
• eke plainestlkind of fact, it strikes
the mind someohat differently.
.. -"To see supposed honey or jelly
Isiseled 'glucose' is to take away the
appetite, and so cead on a can of food
a list of chemical adulterants con-
tained in it is not provocative of a
▪ desire to hittansil consume.
"So there is no doubt truth in the
:171cgesioir that the enforcement of the
law will injure trade in many articles
v:hich have hitherto enjoyed popular-
ity and piled up-,profits. And the
.4.. rippe isnat4 dishonesty which origi-
nally fed to the concealment of the
fact CIF -adulteration now produces an
tempt to iliTeat the purposes of the
hof printing the required informa-
tion as. inchospicnoutly as possible.
so that the consumer, not noticing it.
;;;) r • to be misled just as he
"F.vety hoer must be his own
• 
vitoupqr911M—Tor no law Was ever
yet fronvott'INtak could protect the
g . -Tow -elm sepses his eyes and helps
on his ..oriss‘eeption against the
iliAnnest. Much is made
of t§f efsFirtiOtt &any of the adulte-
, nqi employed .in food at innocent
m. tile purr doesn't get' wh4t
•• 1.'•it'irr4 admitted, but if he
.- gets sorriethiiig that answers the ptir-
v,. ;moo then, in the view of the seller.
no essenBil wrong has been done.
"This Is a fallacy that needs no
comment. The buyer is entitled to
erti exactly what he oinooses he ;s
getting. and he would always get it
if the selle? did not gain an unfair
advantage. and make a concealed
profit, by giving him something else.
Orstiti,i1S0:411141114V•id6Iterated - food'f.:
independent of the %se-,• •
VLiron .drottiElh e s imol este, 
141 fores of Tsiesty bonor .nrurfa7 a7Vt,
iiisr condemn the praetices that the
,iplirVw.ivas designed to stop. But
actices simply go On in a new
• form," s• . • -
.Safety Devices.
7n this age of rapid transit result-
'' in' in the -snuffing-raft of .scores of
lives at a time the question of safety
devices forces itself on the attention
of the milk and creates a demand for
those applianceas•The averagesAnri-
can feels that., when, he most' nsove
that he must move quickly and in a
rseasure he is responsible for the
wfoionisapaiti „speaking of, the icirf h -
coming international exposition of,
merit in a movement to protect our-
selves. Many so-called safety appli-
ances now in service have utterly
filed to avert accidents. This fail-
ure has generally been due to lack
of specification in the laws.
"It probably will become the busi-
ness of law-makers to specify what
appliances, whenever necessary,
should be used in connection with any
public or corporate utility, where the
intention as to provide a means of
preventing acciderit. So long as in-
ventive talent is bent upon evolving
devices to defeat injury and death, it
becomes the duty of city, state and
federal goernment to take full ad-
vhntage of them, thus not only en-
couraging advance of benefent
science, but fulfilling a humanitarian
purpose"
The bill introduced by Congress-
man Murphy of Missouri to prevent
ti.e sale of liquor oo Sunday in the
United States is one that should be-
come a law. The bill makes the pen-
alty for selling liquor on Sunday a
fine et from $1.acia to $3.000 and im-
priaonment in jail from six months
to two years. WNth such a law in the
federal statute' the country would
see a stop put to the liquor traffic
on Sundays.
Ex-Congireasman W. J. Stone of
this district, who joined with Goebel
at the Mimic Hall convention to flim-
flam Wat Hardin out of the nomina-
t on for governor, and who in turn
oas mist beautifully flimsflammed
by Goebel. is a prospective candidate
for representative from Marshall an11
I.yon counties.
Saw the Biggest Hog.
Eli Jeffries of the Back Kingdom.
Mexico. yestedday killed a hog which
weighed 467 pounds to an ounce. This
is the biggest pork creature killed
in this county, so far as known. So
rapid was its growth that many drove
in from other towns to see the anis
mal. and the county paper weekly re-
corded the animal's increase in weight.
Along the last of it, when the call-
ers became so frequent that Jeffries
could not do any farm woil. so fully
was his time taken in showing off
his prize winner, he concluded that
he would charge an admission fee and
make a little on the exhibit. So he
set the price at to cellos and for a
time es-cry one paid, and all seemed
well satisfied with the return they
received for their money.
Just about an hour before the ani-
mal was slaughtered. Jerry Begin.
from Newry. drove into the yard.
Jeffriea was busy piling brush age nst
the house and did not like to leave
his work.. Mr. Begin (trove up. stop-
ped his horse and, climbing out of
the wagon, said:
"Are you the man who owns the
big hog?"
am," replied Jeffries, continuing
tcoworleawaY like a .steam ingine.
"Well, if he's so tarnal big at ev-
erybody's talking. I'd like rp take a
peek at him." allowed Mr e Begin.
"All right," said the hot owner:
"come right this way." and lie stop-
ped piling brush to lead the wax to
the piggery. A. the men were near-
ing the building the owner remarked:
"S'pose I'd ()tighter :tell yoii that
charge 10 cents to see the critter."
Mr. Begin fished a dime'from his
tis,ess pocket and 'bliss-feel it out.
ietthe turned on his heel without a
or and started for his wagon. Mr.
Jaffries. who had been too astonished
at first to speak, called out: • •
'Airrr 'rot' • goio' to took at the
hog?" • .
With a sifkrt of contempt Mr. Te-
n climbed into his wagon, and. as
be gathered up the lines, he looked
Jeffries. over from hevelo foot and
slaouted:s "No. thank ye! I'ye seen as
bug a" hog as I ever saw Or omit to
see without goin' into that pen"—
Rumbord Falls( Me.) Cor. New York
World. - •
.—ThesChtirch Furnishing soelety oE
the 'Fira't Christian church has elected'
the following officer-: Mrs. Frank
L. Scott, president: Mrs. Gebrge C.
.Wallace. vice-pre-sident; Me;. J. F.
Harth. secretary, and MTS. A. S. Dad-
ATTRACTIVE IS
THE PROGRAMME
MUSICAL TALENT HAS NICE
SESSION IN STORE
FOR THEM.
Miss Elisabeth Wilson and Mr.
George Gourieux Were Married—
Mention of Social Matters.
The Matinee 'Mlusical club will ren-
der the following program tbisiafter-
noon, when they meet at Grace
church parish house:
Italian composers—Tosti and Don-
izetti.
Leaders—Mrs. J. W. and
MTS. Lela WI. Lewis.
Current events.
1. Piano duett—"Lucia D'Lainmef-
more" (Donizetti) Misses Puryear.
2. Vocal solo—"Good-bye" (Tostit
Miss Dryfuss.
3. Piano solo—"La Fille Du Re-
gimen" (Donimetti) Mr. Redd:ck.
Vocal soles—"Beauty's Eyes"
(Toaii).Mrs. W. C. Grey.
5. Has Japan a Nation-at Nilotic?
Mlusic in Japan—Mrs. Victor Voris.
' 6. Vocal solo--,Selected (Donizetti)
l'itrs. James Weille.
7. Vocal solo—"Udite 0. Itilititi"
(Doniretti) Mr. Emmett Bagby.
Biographical sketches —
B.razelton.
it Piano ditett—Miss Brazeiton and
Mrs. George B. Hart.
*wry At Cairo.
Miss Elizabeth L. Wilson of tsolI
Molitor street. and Nitr. GS
Goorieux in ost Soatla. ftou




were married Monday The couple
bad itoste to that city with the bride's
s seer, Miss Mary repscott. of Coes.-
odic.. Ill.. who was en route home
from visiting here.
The %ride is the daughter oi Mr.
Charles Wilson, the marine sloganeer,
and a pretty girl of much popularity,
while the gowim is the reliable young
plumber of the Ed D liana an estab-
li-hment on South Isounh. He is the
.on of Mr. Joseph Gouriento the cafe
man of North Fourth.
Informal Tea.
NIIs% Francis Gould of West.Clark
street entertained at tea this after-
noon, complimentary to her visitor.
Miss Sarah Irwin of Kuttawa.
Eloped to Paris.
Monday night Nfisa Pearl Arnold
and Mr. John Vogt returned' from
l'sris. Tenn.' where they were mar-
ried that day, having eloped to that
nearby city for the ceremony on ac-
count of parental objections existing
because of the;r age. •
The bride is a sweet, attrsetive girl
of the South Side, the daughter's,'
Mr. Wilburn Arnold of the car cc-
paring department for the N., C. &
t. I. railroad Mr. Vogt is the
iwrprilar brickmason, and Monday they
drove to Oaks, where they caught
a train for Fulton. going thence to
Paris. Their many friend; are now
showering them with congratulations.
Arrangements .hair.
Mr. B II Scott ha; been made
chairman of the James T. Walhert
Confederate Veteran committee that
is getting up the programme to be
it ndered January to. the evening of
which date the soldiers of Paducah
will celebrate the moth anniversary
of the birthday of Genegal Robert E.
Lee.
Happy Oatbering.
Misses Hattie and Rose Lehrer had
quite a crowd as their guests °fast
evening at the home of their sister.
Mrs. W. C. Gardnes at the Southern
Vote! on North Sixth near Jefferson
street. A fine time was had by the
;olly assembly inclnlirine in different
amusements, and partaking of the de-
licious refreshments served..
-Mesdames Joseph William. of Mow-
ray. Ky.. and Dr. Russell of Maros.
Trnn., are visiting Mrs. C. L. Acree
of North Fourth.
Boy Asks $rs,000 Damages.
.%ppleto. Wis., Jan. g.-.-Roy
Schwab, a boy who was , terribly
burned after grasping a live wire on
the system of the Wisconsin Trac-
tion, Light, Heat and Power company
has sued the t ompany for $ ts.000
claw ages. 'His face is marked , for
life and his hands are almost useless.
—Warrants were 'issued ascsterday,
charging W. J. Whitehead: the res-
taarant man, and Jeweler Ko-
tietrka. with failing to tali clown
tl-eir signs. which project out over
the' public sidewalk.
Stubbs—There goes the Kentucky
-Cottagel. He gartainly loves. his
J..,corn. ,
Penn—I should say sp. Why, he
even rides a cob."—Cllica 'News.
IMP
"Isidore. give something -to that
poor blind man."
"What' is the 11.5e? He could not
see-who gave -it to hirri.—Mlikgencftar.
safety device; to be held in New York 




+ PERSONAL MENTION. •:-
*
**************************
Miss Flora Vaughan is visiting here
from Fulton.
Mr. Oscar L. Gregory goes to St;
Louis tonight.
Mr. Pete Burnett of Louisville is
here on business,
Miss Anna Crook has returned from
visiting in Louisville.
Mr. Wm. Hendrick returned last
evening from Princeton.
Mr. James Cherry has returned
from visiting in St. Louis.
Itlx James Lane, the clothier, is
back frOM Ballard county.
' Mrs. -E. M. Alvey of West Broad-
ry.:sy is back from a St. Louis visit.
Engineer W. 0. Burch went to
Wickliffe yesterday to attetyl cart.
Mrs. E. Abrams of Hot Springs,
Ark., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Sol Lesser,
Miss Blanch Coles of Mayfield has
Lone home after visiting her sister,
Mrs. F. E. Webb,
Miss Mabel Calissi has gone to St
John's to resume her studies, after
pending Christmas here.
Mrs. Ford Billington of Lovelace-
'smile is visiting her parents, 'Sheriff
and Mrs. John W. Ogilvie.
Mos. R. Mansfield has returned
f-om Fulton where she visited her
son, Ur. Walter Mlansfield.
. Mr. James Maret returned yester-
day to Sc. Louis after visiting h:a
parents, Mr. and Mrs, john C. Mare.
•NGss Maud Shelton and brother,
°mid& of St. Louis, are visiting Miss
Susie Wilkinson of North Third.
Mu. F. B. Carson of Evansville
has returned home after viiiting her
daughter, Mrs, Henry %V. Hand of
West Broadway.
Li.eutenatit W. L. Reed of the Ev-
ansville army recruiting office arriv-
e6 yesterday to swear in several cc-
conics gotten by Sergeant Blake.
Mr. Hr. Griffin Sutton and wife
were here yesterday en route from
N.emphis to liender•on, Ky., to re-
side. The former is a well known
imiwipaper man
Captain James )(ever left yesterdas
for St. Louis to attend a meeting of
the Si. Loins and Tennessee River
Packet stockholders who will elect
officers. He is sueprintendent of the
line of fine boats.
Miss Madeline Cook of 420 South
Sixth street. has returned to her
school at St. Vincent. after spend-
;lig the holidays with her parents.
She was accompanied by her cousin.
Miss Eleine Evans of Smithland
CONTINUE RICE
AS THE CATCHER
MAYOR YEISER SAVED THE
CITY MONEY BY VETO-
ING BILL.
He Will Continue Rice in the Ser-
vice Until it is Shown Work
is Not Needed
Mayor Ytiser will continue Lycur
too Rice as "official cow cat-
cher" for the city of Paducah as
long as it is in evidence that his ser-
%ices are necessary, but just as soon
a the chief executive thinks the pub-
lic government can get along %%th-
ou: a catcher of roaming stock, he
will dispense With the services I of
Rice.
When the appellate conic last
spring decided the ordinance prohib-
iting Cows from roaming at large on
the streets of Paducah. binding the
city legislative boards empowered
Vayor Yeiser to employ as long is
he deemed advisable someone to take
up stock found out on the thorough-
fares. The mayor selected Rice who
has made a most excellent officer.
When the old republican boards
were preparing to go out of office
last month, they passed an ordinance
mgking the position of "official cow
catcher" a permanent place, elected
by the general council every Decem-
twos at salary of $75 per month, and
then named Rice to serve until next
December. The outgoing republican
also converted the sanitary inspector
offices into permanent positions and
nhmed t*or republicans to serve untj
next December.
Mayor Yeiser. though • "n'ipped ins
ths bud" the attempt of the republi-
cans to make the cow catcher's place
peirmarsent, and thereby make the
city pay •a republican for serving -until
4;ext December, when the work is not
needed. The mayor vetoed the ordi-
Ilanrc making the catcher'a services
permanent, and the incoming' demo-
cratic councilmen sustained the veto
This kills the attempt to make the,
place permanent, but the mayor will
.n
continue Rice in of,dci. as long asl
the services are 
t
d. being em-
powered to do this by the order ofs
lsst June leaving to. the1mief exceu:.,
live the question of crehroying tht4
cPtcher.
TIe mayor thinks that after the-
thirty thrge members on the police
force get into good working order
they can look after the cows. and
Rice villobe no longer needed. He












At [Close of 'Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.. ,
Loans and Discounts    ..• $t94,:463•97
Stocks and Bonds s b900•00
• iiaso 17Banking House Furniture and Fixtures 
Cash and Exchange   56,709•95
•ttlu to









 - • 4.22819
#07,925.30
S262,154.09
A dividead of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
earnbigs of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payable on demand.




THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE WILL
TRY TO GET IT BEFORE
ALDERMEN.
It Is Thought He Will More Than
Likely Again Refer to the
Park Proposition.
If poosible Mayor Yeasti will have
bia annual message ready for snb-
*tits on tomorrow evening to the in-
eomin s aldermen, he being unable to
lay it before the council Monday eve-
ning when the ne* board organised.
because be has not yet received the
annual statements from the heads of
all the city departments, therefore
cannot complete his message until
this is done He is holding it up be-
cause the figures included in the de-
partmental statements are absolutely
necessary for the general message,
it is believed the mayor we II lay
emphasis !mon the nuidis•park propo-
sition in hi. document,' although he
has given out not hm4 for publication
as regards his detailed recommenda-
tions in the document. Ile is a very
•toing advocate of the park istors
wh ch was defeated so ignominottal,
last November. and there is no doubt
among the officials but what he will
have mention of it again in his mes-
-age.
The first of Iasi year the mayor
had to wait until the second meeting
of the incoming tv.-4c/iok before he sub-
mitted his annual message, the delay
then being occasioned also by the in-
shit tv of the departmental heads to
get. their documents up in time. At
the end of every year the 'official*
are so busy winding up the past
ktwelve month' business that they have
very little time to give to the yearly
documents.
WATET NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water company are
reminded that their rents expired
December 31st., and those who desire
to renew this quarter should do so
before it is forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
ioth will be discontinued, and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
water will be one dollar.
PADUCAH WATER CO.
Prof. Mahler's dancing daises for
children and adults will open Satur-






IS NOW OUT OF
DANOZIL
0
Little Counts Boy Is Not Daegeroma.
lr Hurt at Mayfield—Mr. BollII •
out on the Streets. •
Graces'. Crutchfield has been moved
from R scrsitir hospital to the home
of her mother. on Bridge in
Mechaniesberg, *he beintsi en-
fir entirely The doctors ad' her
at the institution for about two weeks
working hard to ward off lockjaw,
whish they were afraid would de-
velop in the wound ind cool to her
hand by the wadding from a blank
raftridge of a toy pistol before Christ-
mas. For day's the physician* feared
she wonlit tuccumb to BeI ailment,
bin heroic work (lastly brought her
past the danger point She is. tbs
sister oi Thomas Crietehefild; the
ii•year-old boy 'rho II Pd two week,
ago of Ifickisw developing from s
wound of this, nature
Not Badly Hurt
Mr John W. Counts. the South
Second street liquor dealrr, has re-
turned from Mayfield. where he found
his little boy Ray was not hurt so
badly as at first %apposed as a re-
sult cif being pushed from an elevated
sidewalk by another boy while play-
ing. A 4:ep gash was cut is the
Counts lad's head, and for 'a while
the doctors feared his skill. was
fraetnred, butt t develops this is not
the case.
Able to 5. out.
Mr. F.. E. Bell, the mill man of
South Third street, it able .to be upon
the streets again attending to busi-
ness. after laying up for tiro weeks
with a badly sprained ankle, injured
by some heavy timbers falling on
him the morn ng hit spoke factory
was destroyed by fire Work of re-
building the plant is now going on.
—Me. Fred Flanigan entertained
trany with a stag luncheon last .night
at the K. of P. hall, -in honor of his
Iiirthday.
--lanuaty 23 hie state in.pcctor for
the knight!' Templar will be here to
irspect the Padocali commandery,
which is now having drills prepara-
tory for the visit. 
STATEMENTCONDITION OF THE
Coln Bank anb rust (to.
OF PADUCAH, KY.
At the Close of Business Decetnbes 31, 1906.
Resources
Loans and Discounts $263.955 49
Stocks sad Bonds.. 56,463 so
Banking House t0000 oo
Furniture and Fixtures soso oo
Cash and Exchange . 44.,27 48
$34296 47
liabilities
Capital Stock Szoo.000 oo
Surplus Fund  31,000 oo
Undivided Profits   2.775 36
Deposits  247,523 62
Rediscounts  • 2.997 49
1 S314.296 47
A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the last six months and placed to the credit
of the stockholders entitled thereto. $1,000 was added to
Surplus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt
attention given to business intrusted t3 us.
•••.- ••••••=1"
































" DEMURRER SUSTAINED IN
THE MARKETMASTER SUIT
....**•.***11,1.11m*
JUDGE REED ORDERS THAT MARKETMASTELFI 
POTTER AND
SIILWZRAGE INSPECTOR FRANKS INOC*SPORATE ;N 
THEIR
ORIGINAL PETITION, BY WAY OF AbtkNDISI
CNti CtIPIES
OF THE ORDLNANCES ADOPTED BY T
HE MUNICIPAL
LEGISLATIVE BOARDS IN CREATING THE PO
SITIONS OF
MARKETMASTER AND SEWERAGE INSPECTOR
-ALLISON
ESTATE GIVEN AUTHORITY TO SELL STOCK 
HELD IN
MAYFIELD AND FULTON BANJCS - JUDGE SE
T MANY
CASES YESTERPAY FOR TRIAL ON DIFFEREN
T' DATES.
The demurrers of A. Bundsman and
Chinks Bell were sustained yester-
day in the circuit court by Judge
Reed In the suits where Market-
toaster joteph F. Potter and Sewer-
age Inspector A. Franke instituted
legal proceedings to prevent Bell
from trying to assume the market-
mastership, and Bundsman from try-
ing to assume the sewerage inspector-
ship. In sustaining the demurrer,
3,610110rn'ete Franks'
permission to pmend their oeigInal
tieeition, *Siete Will be done tads,'
and the matter then finally submitted
to the court for adjodication.
s'i'dirf•ttlau 3 4 g
in the yelI.s...twag the ordi-
nances adop the municipal leg-
islative bail I I
nfltltepbIlt$Qns
of market cage iiespec-







offices had ever been created. and
therefore ilrelttetence. On Bell and
.11undagigaptelleepu si ehe petition
of Potter ',Ale e judge sus-
s ta:ned the s, ut permit.
Potter and ranke to incorporate in
their petition -eopieeeof these creative
aVrrallt tirste&dee snide in this
It t igat ices which' itAll Ult hostel y decide
which board has the right to name
the markeeemeitas-and sewerage in-
spector, the board of public works
which named Potter and Franke. or
the general council which named Bell
and Bondsman.
!he.
Lane Number of Octlers.
Judge Reed made a large nuttibet
of orders yesterday,. nearly all al
them stipulating on what date each
respective suit will be tried after he
einpanels his jur'es next Monday.
The judge empowered Mrs. Mary
F. Allison, executrbc of the late H. C.
Allison, to sell thirty-three ahares'of
:stock . the entate owns in the First
Aational bank of Fulton tifild ten
•;hartg bwried•inithe Grates County
Weak *ad Trust company. The Ful-
ton 'task is valued at per and the
Graves county stock at $140 per share,
therefore the court directed that the
tiol4ine, in beings dispiese4,14, tiring
no( km Ads - these sgibted''Ptigee,




c ciait spme tztoptlorilego 'rued
a petition in bankruptcy'and 'Arthur
Y. iMiirtin was made trustee of the
estate in the federal court.
Trustee Martin files a motion in the
c.•cuit court *flung that there be
tweed over. 'to him for distributibu
among the John B. Hobson creditors
any part of the 1r Tr. Hobson estate
which goes to John B. Hobson. who
in a son of the late H. H. Hobson.
(loving life circuit court clerk. The
court has not yet acted on this 
MO •
COff of Trustee Martin
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING
FOR THE NORTH SIDE
INCOMING DEMOCRATIC BOARD WILL 
CONSTRUCT BADLY
NEEDED BUILDING ON THE NORTH 
TWELFTH STREET
BLOCK OF GROUND THE TRUSTEES 
HAVE OWNED FOR
SEVERAL YEARS-PROVISION MADE IN 
THIS YEAR'S AL-
LOWANCES FOR EMPLOYMENT OF T
RUANT OFFICER.-
PUBLIC APPRECIATES ELECTION OF 
PRESIDENT LIST.
SECRETARY BYRD. AND RETENTION OF 
MR. BECKEN-
BACH IN THE BODY.
.6
A Kew and lisailwinte niiblic school
bnilding Toe the North Side of the
city• is a foregone conclusion for this
avonmer, according to expressions of
the neve board of trustees which now
base charge of the educational Inc,-
tetions of Pattie-eh. The schools now
own a large block of grognd in the
Faxon addition on North Twelfth.
several blocks beyond Trimble street
going towards Rowlandtewn. and 1
is on this plot of ermine, that the
greatly needed structure will he
erected. 1V-71-Peter Reckenbach. one
eif the' fh coke! members of the
hoard, and an ermosally progressive
trustee, yeGterdAy said he and many
of the 'other trustees had talked over
the proposition, and they would set
at4le abut Str.000 or $ta.ono for a
new school to he constructed at the
place in question. as it has been badly
needed for the past two or three
years. hut there was alwav- some- ,
thing coming in ahead of this to draw
on the ready funds. •
At present all the school ehildom
. on the North Side of the city, even
down to Roweandsown and the edge
of town. hare to walk one and two
. 1ejlac E ghth and Harri-
son street •building, wh;ch is the
closest, or•atill some blocks father to
the Washington -school on West
Broadway. Theo, is no educational
facilities whatever beyond the Eighth,
and Harrison school, and the trustees
tired of weenie the Ittle ones have
-.-grs. tonartge.Jor -nulls§ Lbf011irk all kind
of veraihers to Act tr their studies.
The McKinley building in Meehan -
a putting up Toe t ifgesecortetriplate.
isabitr/ cost Abolie..Sta.000 and the
re. Pre new ftlfetol' off' Ntireh Twelfth
i street on die came basis, make it two
'dories high. hitt finish only. the four
firniOloor i roars this summer. as 't
is hefitived it will take only that num-
ber of room* to care for all the
11rileglist iiistt irirl of 4 •,-. ...;•1, for
ttlie -next year or two. As the school
isetenslance proem larger .the rooms
• on elle top floor can .be fihshed and
41,11. into- . toe one at a
ex k. lbw, weld all eight of Abe stoic-
al. -eseelye dose utilized. The, republican
s ---ionerd ,Which went out of office the
) oolfigntinf this week :away,: 'talked about
r,
 
this new building but it is left to the
incoming trustees to act, and when
1 P." ' Nio-ing opens Aetaiiis will be tinder
;„T. sr iro 'as ; rtyoyelk, hop th.structing e-1, 
edifice.
- % Th ee?clOt. et •,..on_..to Plit teceiVed l )?/.411 ' de -rii
a eonamonieirisr-A-kr.,nm :the noisier.;
who ask for S45,600 from the city
irovernivrent for kfait'anefbi porposes
this year. The Moo ss to be used to
elected .hortly by the wows. his
duties bring to see that/ all children
of schooling age attend the educa-
tional ostitutions or they will be
handled by law. The other tge.000.
combined to the Sat&eoo usually got-
ten from the state school fund, will
be used to running the schools in
general and putting up the new North
Twelfth street building. If the
trustees tind the new structure can-
not be paid for out of the money they
will ask the city authorities to sub-
mit to the people for a vote, the ques-
tion of voting to float bonds snfficient
to raise the amount needed for the
new build ng.
From everywhere yesterday could
he hesrd commendable expressions
towards the new board for electing
Anthony List president. William Byrd
secretary, and also for continu•ng Mr.
P.eckenbach in the service. All three
of theo are strong anti-Lc:', men.
and each has•overcome the fierce bat-
tle made to dovio them. Me.
Byrd and List will make excellent
official-. they being for the uphuild-
ing of the pub! c schools, and do
not devote their time to petty ani-
mosities and trouble making as did
the outgoing republicans.
Mr. Bechenbach is a prominent re-
publican, hut the great confidence of
the people, and appr9viti of hi'
course. could not be better evidenced
than by fits re-election by the incom-
lig democratic tztemberle: fpr him to
contirote-in the. board. 1 . 1
r
NOTICit
Padticati Council No. 1.Og )(nights
of COlumbus, will conduct ceignouie&
1-irleetallat on of ciffiCne at 40101.
Fourth street, Wedtief4ay nigtit44#,
9, at 7:30 o'clock sharp.' -
All members urged, to be present.
A. R. MEYERS, Secy.
THREW UP SPONG!!.....„......
.
Old Oweers of Paducah's Ball Team
Give Ffnichise to Car Company.
The Paducahatis owning the Kitty
league franchise for a team here have
turned the franchise over to the street
car company, together -with 'the five
year lea-e the promoters had on the
biteball park, which is owned by the
traction people, who will retain the
franchise and, send a man trithe Ian.
27'meetifig, at. which i"me it 'will be
decided. whether 'the league dPI be a
"go" this rear. If not, a serong in-
dependent •team be piCi.there
by the car people.
The old officials of.the lesokite meet
the 27th at Centralia: Ill., to decide
whether to have an organization this
10044 ailiktiaitfLediesKii Wfici will he., ye-dr.
'.11 • J
; ;. • ti
TWO NEW ONES
IN DIRECTORATES
FIVE OF THE PADUCAH BANKS
HELD ELECTIONS
YESTERDAY.
This Afternoon the Directors Gather
to Elect 'Officers for
This Year.
The stockholders of five of the
batiks elected directors yesterday 41-
ternoon. The Paducah Banking corn.1-
pany elects tomorrow, and the Citi
'cos. Savings bank not until nex
July. All of the banks electing-yes-
terday chose the old directors for this
year, with exception • of the Globd
Bank and Trust company, which put'
Colonel Joseph E. Potter and Dr. J.
G. Taylor on the board in place of
two others.
The old directors elected yesterday
roe as follows, together oith the of-
ficers who will today be chosen by
the directorates, no changes being
contemplated by any bank:
First National-M. Bloom, Geor
Langstaff, Sam I. Levy, Robert .
Reeves, J. Weil, S. Wallace Weil, .
11. Rieke, , directors. Robert t•-•
Reeves, president; M. Bloom, vice-
president; T. A. Baker, cashier; Dow
Wilcox asiottant cashier.
Globe Bank ad Trust company:-
II: F. Kolb, G. E. Hank, Samuel E.
Fels, J. E. Potter, G. W. Rolseitsol),
D. G. 'Murrell, George Langstaff, J. A.
Bauer, C. H. Sherrill, E. B. Hart:soar,
C. E. Jennings, H. L. Meyers, W. M.
Reed, J. Q. Taylor. Charles Reed, di-
rectors. George W. Robertson, presi-
dent; pr. D. G. Murrell, vice-presi-
dent; Nolan W. VanColin, cashier.,
City National-S. B. Hughes, J C.
Utterback, A. E .Anapacher, S. ek.
Fowler, Joseph L Friedman, -Brack
Owen. Dr. J. G. Brooks, directors. S.
B. Hughes, president; J. L. Friedman,
.14ce-president: J. C. Utterback. cash-
ier; C. E. Richardson, amastent cash-
ier.
American - German - George C.
Thompson, T. J. Atkins. W. F. Brad-
shaw, J A. Bauer, L. F. Kolb, C. F.
Rieke. Muscoe Burnett, If. A. Fetter,
F' L. Atkins. directors. George C.
Thompson. president; T. J. Atkins.
sice-president; Ed I... Atkins, cashier.
Mechanics and Farmers-J. I-
flethshares. W. F Bradshaw, Jr.
Jake Biederman. Herman Friedman,
H. W. Rankin R II Noble, Ed L.
Atkins, F. M. MeGlathery, h. II. Pot-
ter, R. H. Stott, George C.Agomp-
son, directors B. If. Scott. caresi-
nt : Getirge C 'Tholueson. vice4re 4.
Went and manager J. T. Laurie.
cashier: FA I.. Atkins, assistant cash-
ier.
ROAD'S RULES UNOBSERVED
'Traits:nett on Baltimore and Ohio
Railed to Get Watches
Regulated.
Washington. jun 9-It was 
closed at the coroner's inquest to-
day into the Baltimore and Ohio
*reek on the night of Dec. 30 that
ergineers and conductors have not
heretofore generally observed the
rules of the Baltimore and Ohio in
regard to regulating their watches in
accordance with the company's stan-
dard clocks at Baltimore. Cumberland
and Washington. In his testimony
Conductor Hoffmier of No 21 30. the
"dead" train, intimated that these
decks did not always keep correct,
time. Superintendent Galloway was
apparently much surprised when he
heard the latter's statement.
STC'KLY SIGHT.
Many Expected Little Form to Be
Mantled be Cruel Wheels.
• Yesterday morning Susie. the
8-year-old girl of Thomas Griggs
of the Calvert C ty section. was dart:
ing acrots the street at Third and
Broadway. when she ran right in
front of -street car No. rot in charge
of Motorman Bethel and Conductor
Miles, was knocked down and thrown
ouder the fender before the car could
be stooped by the mortorman who
slapped on the brakes and reversed
the motor. All thought the car had
ground the child to death, but it de-
veloped she had been only bruised
and scared by the narrow escape she
'had. She was picked from under the
ear which stopped inside of ten feet.
and restored to her parents, whom
sheWRS following acros. the thor-
oughfare. Hundreds saw the accident
and turned their heads. believing the
wheels would mangle her, but Dame




REHKOPF COLLAR FACTORY 
SCALY [RUPTIONS,
ME HIS BODY
UALLY AND LODGES HIS RESPONSE TO THAT EFFECT-
REFEREE BAGBY WILL TAKE UP AND SETTLE THIS
QUESTION WHENEVER TUE RESPECTIVE LAWYERS ARE
READY TO RESUME THE CASE.
CREDITORS OF THE FIRM CLAIM THIS FACTORY IS THE
PROPERTY OF THE S. REH KOPF SADDLERY COMPANY, Itched Constantly-Scratched 
Unt
WHILE E. REHICOPF CONTENDS THAT IT IS HIS INDIVID- Blood Flowed-Suffered 10 Year;
—Doctors and Medicines W
ere
Fruitless-Tries Cuticura and Is
Completely Cured
BY THREE BOXES OF
CUTICURA OINTMENTThe creditors of the F. Rehkopf 1 for it.
Saddlery company are attempting to
show that the Kentucky avenue fac-
tory E. Rehkopf claims he individ-
ually owns belongs in reality to the
saddlery coinpany, and motions* ti
that effect art pending before Refereq
E. W. Bagby of the *bankrupt court:
The referee ,has 'ruled the saddlery
company, owned mostly by F. Rel
kopf, to show. cause why there should
not be listed as a company asset the
collar factory claimed by Mr. Reh-
kopf to be his personal property.
The creditors of the firm claim that
about two years ago the collar fac-
tory was put in the name of Bruce
M. Philley, who was then secretary
of the Rehkopf Saddlery company.
1 he books sbow that Philley was
....id the collar factory for $11900, by
the saddlery company. Mr. Rehkopf
contends that he then afterwards pt*-
chased the factory from Philley arid
that it is his private property, and be
can prove that.
The creditors of the firm forced
)it' corporation /nto bankruptcy,--and
now contend that the collar factory
;it reality belonged to the firm, but
that if it was sold to Miley, th.
creditors want shown what beefily..
of the ji yaw philley.paid the firm
Mr. Rehkopf claims the purchase
price was paid into the firm treas-
ury by Philley and that afterwards
he, Rehkopf, bought the collar fac-
tory.
TIre American-German National
batik, WhichIs trying to force E. Reh-
kopf individually into bankruptcy,
haa bad the collar factory attached
'and closed up on the ground that
belongs 'to Riehkopf himiself.. Mr.
Fehkopf has filed his response with
the referee regarding the contested
property, and whenever the lawyers
(cattiest Referee Bagby will take up
the matter and decide who owns this
factory, the firm, or the individual.
Today at noon Lawyers y S. Ross,
Thomas Crice, and others go back
to Louisville, to appear before Judge
Walter Evans tomorrow In the United
States court, and take up the case
where the American-German bank is
trying to force Mr. Rehkopf persop-
ally into bankruptcy. This is the
litigation that was to have been taken
up last week, but was delayed be-
cause the bank amended its original
petition and brought in some charkes
to fight which Mr. Rehkoprs lawyers
had to return him and prepare them-
sclves.
HOUSEBREAKINC GATHERING
IS CHARGED OF DOCTORS
"GOLDTOOTH CHARLEY" GETS DR. H. G. REY
NOLDS HAD
POSTPONEMENT I N MEDICAL MEN TO ME
ET
COURT. WI•T'ff HIM.
Charles Nash Was Fined $s for Fight-
ing a Woman-Clarence Maid.,.
Fined.
In the police covert yesterday
morning Judge Cross gave a poat-
eonement to Charles Clark. alias
"Goldeopth Charley.'" colored who
I cleaned with housebreak ng. He
is the negro who entered the West
Jefferson street empty residence of
Mr. John Hall, the real estatae deal-
er. got some bottles, lead pipe and
other things. He acknowledged get-
ting them, but claips a white boy told
hint he could have them.
Charles Nash, colored, was tined $5
for whipping a colored woman.
Clarence Mardnal was fined $.25 and
costs and given ten days in jail for
carrying concealed weapons, and fined
an addition Po for having a fight
with Bennie Michael. He and the
latter fell out over a revolver Mich-
ael had sold the other, the purchaser
contending he bought it for a thirty-
eight. and it afterwards developed to
be a thirty-two, which he wanted to
exchange.
QUEER WEATHER RECALLED
Kokomo. Ind, Jan. 14-The older
inhabitants recall two New Year's
day; which diatingu shed the pa';.
One was the coldest thr country has
-ever known and the other the hot-
test. In -1S64 the cold was to degrees
below zero in Indiana. The !light
before stiff wind was blowing from
the northwest and the clouds were
lowering. Before midinight -A was
bitter cold.
During New Year's day the air was
full of snow, which dropped all the
day long. The snow ordinarily, was
ten inches deep, but in places it drift-
ed ten feet h.gh. Railroad trafrc was
blocked' for two or three days and
down in Tennessee the union soldier.
had their ears an si feet 'frosted.
In IR76 New Year's day was so
warm that it was uncomfortable to
weai a coat ,and vest. One driving
alcing the road could hear in the near-
by ponds the chirp of boll frogs.
Snakes, warmed into a new life., drag-
ged their lengths across fields and
the highways. •
-Dr. G. N. Murphy is able to be
cut after a several week's confine-
ment with illness.
The Physicians Have Outlined Their
Lectures Until the Last
el February.
Unusatilly interesting was the
meeting held last evening by the Mc-
Cracken County Medical society with
De. H. G. Reyorild- of South Sixth
street near Broadway, many of the
doctors being n attendance and hear-
ing the excellent reports made. Dr.
C. H. Brothers lectured on "The
Sk n-Symptonsatology;" Dr. Harry
Smith on "Anatomy of The Lung"
and Dr. Eddie Young on -Phy‘iology
of the Lung." Next Tuesday evening
the society meets at the office of Dr.
H. M. Childress in the Columbia
building on Broadway. and at that
session Dr. Brothers speak* again
on the "Skin-Symptomatology" while
Dr. Holland talks on "Pneumonia."
The physicians have outlined the
following subject-, by d fferent ones
for their meetings until the last of
February. as follows:
Jan. a.-Dr. Brothers lectures on
"Skin-Noninflamatoro Diseases" and
Dr Rimbrough on "Bronchitis."
Jan. lo.-Dr. Brothers lectures on
"Slcin-Noninflammatory Diseases"
and Dr. J. T. Recklick on -Pleuris 
and Complications."
Feb. 5.-Dr. J. G. Brooks lecture'
on "Gonorrhea" and Dr. H. P. Sights
on "Tuberculosis-Puhnonalis."
Feb./2-Dr. G. Brooks lectures
on "Chancroids" and Dr. Frank Boyd
on "Surgery of The Lungs,"
Feb. 19.-Dr. H. M. Childress lee-
"When I was about nose yoea! old
mall *ores armed on each et hay

























  After I suffered about tan years
o 
I made • renewed efforts* elfeot a-msin.
The eruptious by thin *Washed appeared
on every part of my bcidy encwpt me
ham and hands. The beet doctor in my ,
native county advised me to use anemic
In small doses and a maim Ithestused
to With.) the sores In. a mixture whit*
✓onvelaimousetitherin"arabillesaradierin.such asthloclineadth:
sulphur. Lino aalwa. 't Salve.
 Ointment:gad la fact I areeeon-
- UnUkllfvinasm. massidy a fair trial.
never usfnglam thaa am,ortzVcior
bottles. I this was MO r
myhairbetd htogtoutimdlwais-aapidly
. r used 'a
beurntho goad.. A 
.




tivisirbeiagpiempeti Xidith. - Alter 18'1.44
three boas I was
and my hair was
years of suffering ant
at Imo &so to $ob in vainly
'• to fInd a rum I shall be =its
to any one who May be tat
.11$0- e. ti•LI1.1.7:4.m. .ita iel",
aid NIMMIRIIIP .1PlellLAM
SPILftlirm.
tares on "Retinitis" and Dr. Delia
Caldwell on "LaGrippe."
Feb. a6.-Dr. Earle lectures
"Rickets"
At their semions the society menet
bers decide where the next wee/0y
gathering will be held. e
Not of Um to Him. •
The Hobo-Please, mister, will
youse gasme a few pennies for me,
glorying wife?
Old Bachelor-Nat me. I have no





Prevents and cures chapped rough
shin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
'used by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
63 Copies for 1 c
Use our best smutleas and sm earless carbon papers and you can
get from 175 to 200 clear cut impressimis from each sheet. Our best
grade comes in blue, black and purple at $2155 per box.
What better do you want in the way of satisfactory
a low price?
See Our special carbon fo r pencil use at Secs°









At, Harbour's Dapartsent. Store
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
K PIG OF CEMENT"
H. M. eIgNNINGHAM















































































































































NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
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- .Architect and Superintendent.
sot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4911 Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
ttwedd's wife gave it
z,ind heavy when he got
slight."
"Gracious! I thought they ?lever had
wood."
"I don't believe they ever did—
th a was one 4 f her hiecuite she gar:.
bial.'---Washington Times.
•
iuM -VAST STRUGGLE. Becomes
Henry Jameson Satterfield is dia0oee
seed leaning over the library table gate
lag intently at a photograph in his
hand. He hears the sound of familiar
feet. Hastily sliding the pictere un-
der arbeaje of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully done
Imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
you looked me up—bored to death, you
know, and all that. No, you didn't in-
terrupt me at all. I was just glaneing
over the evening paper. Say, this ts
I treat Nobody sees anything of you
since you went and got engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening off? Lucky
she went away for the holidays or I
shouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
I don't blame you. %Alia is a lovely
• regular prize—but we fellows
feel you've jest about dropped us, and
old friends. you know.
"Oh, come off! I don't either know
how lt MI Just because you're in love
is no nation for your fool insinuations
that every one else Is. too! No, sir:
A bachelor's life for me:
"Well, I can't help It if people do
gossip. A man can't look at a girl
without every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others. Well, howl if you enjoy it;
still, I don't see anything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty line girl,
though, don't you think? So different
from most of the others--oseme to un-
derstand a fellow and all that and to
have a little sease. Why, that girl—
"Now, see here, Twin. Can't • man
speak admiringly of • girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
in it, I tell you. I've thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any matri-
monial noose. Why, I've been attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always out-
grew It.. What If I'd married one of
fem before I came out of my trance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
ent serious attack? I am not. suffering
from any attack, I tell you.
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
Caroline's. She knew my folks were
all away and I thought it mighty nice
of them to ask me. It. was het- moth-
er's invitation, of course. I knew you'd
say that—It's nothing of the sort. Her
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, esp..
cially for me. I think It's a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to dinner out of simple kind-
ness of heart withott being suspected
of deep-laid plans. And what do you
think? Caroline had made the minas
piss and the salad herself. I never
tasted anything like them. I tell you 1
like to see a girl take an interest in
things about the house. and It Is all
the more creditable when she doesn't
have to. Most girls with three serv-
ants at home wouldn't be caught dead
in the kitchen. Caroline says she likes
to cook and fuss areund. She gets so
pink are her list: always roughs up
and teuels ermine her cars when she
gets Intoroawel and excited, so I'll bet
she looks ereat in the kitchen. She—
"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
telling you shout my Christmas dinner.
I am not :silos over Caroline. Not
that a fellow would find It hard to rave
about her If he wan•e,t to. only I don't
go it for ttat port of foolishness. Been
to any shows lately? I haven't. l'ro
eutgrowing those musical-comedy,
things. 'they are so tiresome. A per-
sou gets no resew out of them, Caroline
sees. She likes a piss: that gives you
something to think about—probiern
pla)s, she calls them.
"3oy lint she has ere!rs! You ought
to hise Lard the ism of talk she pat
out stout the last cee we saw. She
tok a difeeent sire of it from the
ene I took. I eke to yet her arguin&
la she rrows so excited! She always
has rainetillag ine-reseng to say.
"What's that? Lee here, Trim, bow
many times must I tel0 you tbat you
are on tha wroeg ttack? I don't see
bow anybody could say I was in lose.
I'm far too comfortably situated to
these be:eke:or quarers to think of
getting married. I'll leave that to you
and other foollse young men. It
wale! take an extraordinary girl to
make me chaege my mind.
"Oh, so Celia has • new photograph
of Caroline, has she? I must ask her
to pees their' around. No-o-o. I haven't
any picture of Caroline—she's not the
sort of girl to band out her photo-
graphs to all t'ia men be knows. I
&stet care ranch about collecting girl's
pictures. anyhow—that belongs to col-
lege das:s. Nionidn't know what to do
with a hotograph if I bad it—just
elucters up the piece.
"Look clit there! You've knocked
ever that heap of pare.s. Never mind
—oh-46
(He makes a frantic grab for the
ph.dograph of an attractive young
women which 'tom has picked up from
under the pile of fallen newspapers
and it smilingly holding out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got ho'.(1 of Caroline's pic-
ture and not know it? She must have
giver. It to me and I'd forgotten it.
Must you be going? I'm glad you 
Drector of nosp!t2lcaron Directory Company
PRESIDENT LINDSAY Oit I HE
COUNCIL IS ALSO IN
OTHER BOARD
By the election of Councilman II.
R. Lindsay to be president of that
lower municipal body, he, by virtue
of this presidency, also becomes a
member of the board of &rectors for
Riverside hospital, as the law pro-
vides the directorate of the institution
shall include the president of the
council, ali,o the aldermanie executive.
As 't seems as if Alderman-elect Ed
Han wnan ill be president of 'the up-
per board, he also takes a director-
ship in the hospital board.
The mayor of the city, by virtue of
his public position. is a member and
cha'rman of the board of directors,
while the presidents of the two legis-
lative boards are also directors. The
two others of the board are elected
by the general council from among
citizens of Paducah, and those two
now in the body are Dr. Frank Boyd
and Dr. H. P. Sights. The director-
ate has five members.
George 0. Mellroom, the retiring
count lmanic president, and Oscar
Starks, the retiring aldermaetic presi-
dent. were both on the hospital board
all of last year.
Mayor Yeiser will call the directors
together. posiibly some time next
week, to reorganize and admit Lind-




One railway system—the Burling-
ton—has now conic out strongly
against excessive speeds in attempt-
ing to make up lost time. According
to the Railway and Engineering Re-
view (Ch cago. December t5), such
speeds are resorted, to by "nearly
every railroad in she country." In a
long circular to engineers and crews,
the second vice president of the C..
B. & Q. now insists that excessive
speed is not necessary, even in ma
taming fast passenger schedules. Ac-
cording to the paper named above:
"To make the position of the road
all the stronger, the management has
issued instructions of a positive char-
acter wh ch limit the-speed of trains,
the limit varying on the &fret:tint di-
visions. Ths dues not mean\ how-
ever. that the trains are not to be
fast or on time. In fact, under thenew instructions they have greatly
increased Ai regnlarity of perform-ance, and this without the employ.
ment of excessive speed. In order
that there may be no excuse for WS
engineers not obeying the speed UT-
structions. the officials have pur-
chased t5o speed indicators, wh•ch
have been placed in the cabs of all
passenger engines. 'After the com-pany has done all it can,' reads thet•rcular. 'to provide safe and comfor-table passage for its patrons, it re-mains with the engineer pull ng theindividual train to handle it so asto make thc passenger's trip agree-able or to render it altogether un-comfortable. Much more is requiredof an tint neer hauling a passengertrain than simply the ability to startit. maintain speed, and stop it at reg-ular nIaces.• -
In commenting ed tor:ally on rte..step, which it characterizes RA a sub-stitute of safety for hysteria. the Re-view observes:
"It will require increased attentionfrom train and stat on crews to re-duce wasted time at station stops andcause some lessened economy of lo-comotive operation to enable sched-ules to he made under the restric-tions set forth in the order. Themanagement will also he providedwith an add. tional incentive to keepthe line in shape for tmiform speedsthroughout. including such measuresas will obviate dangers in passingthrough yards and non-stop stationsat high speeds These cons derat ions. .involve expenditures of time, money.and constant attention. yet the moveis emphatically in the right direction.Wrecks also cost enormonsly, in themany ways brought sharply to nandin several recent occurrences."That this matter of speed rivalryhas led many lines to pass the limitsof cane operation will be readily ad-mitted by most railway officals.And this does not apply solely to sin-gle-track Western roars. On sev-eral occasiom. (hiring the past fewmonths while riding over some ofthe most prominent Eastern lines, wehave been awakened from a soundsleep by bursts of speed wh ch could'✓osined in mid I've enjoyed hearing roily be characterized .as utter reek-oans mid Calla's. Drop lessnecs under the circumstances. We
stall 
any 
ut ti.myeo uy or
u want to unburden your, hear much of the public demand insoul, old man—here's your hat. Good- ldtniiessrengoat carerd.but o h hotthen;auveeraageprte 
the
night.
-Now, what In thunder was he grilse, time involved in the transit as hefling clout! These chaps that think . doe;y:intalitaint nthenntra-ntimweil.l arrive
faintaatinielids
they've a joke en a fellow make md 
d 
and no wasted time around stations
erste Where 'I'd he put that picture
ol 
never
are of more importance to the average
schedules. absence of barnyard stops.of wea:yeelsInejc,e0hh.erter:r.,e_cithliacagt
passenger than a fast schedule, par-
to him 'hot 14)ws. 
ticularly when the latter is plainly un-
home last 
'certain of aecompl shment."
Hslpiess.
"I hear you lost your job.'
"I didn't."
"But yese're not wo-tztnt.•,"
"No. But I (Ed:ft:to-se my oti.








Mrs. Frederick Schoff, at a meeting
of a mothers' club in Phladelphia,
talked of the training of children.
"Just as smallpox and yellow fever
are qtvite rare diseases," she said, "so
will bad children be rare when prop-
er attention is given to the cause of
badness.
"Men," she went on, "will not take
any part in correcting or train ng
children, though when the children
turn out well they are willing enough
to take the credit."
She smiled.
"They remind me in this." said Mrs.
Selloff. "of a certain landlord, lie
called on a tenant one day and said:
"'Jones, I'm going to rase your
rent.'
"'What for?" Jones asked anxiously.
'Have taxes gone up?'
"'Not at all.' the landlord' answer-
ed; 'but I see you've painted the
house and putt in a new range and
bath tub. That, of course, ought to
make it bring more rent.'"
A diplomat Wei talking in Wash-
ington about the late Auberon Her-
bert son of the earl of Carnarvon.
"He was connected with the Brit-
ish embassy, here." said the diplomat.
"but after he turned utopian he would
have naught to do w'th diplomacy.
%Vhy. lit once addressed a crowd in
New York like
"'The mad, blind struggle for the
dollar, with no thought for the high-
er life, is ruining your country. The
hearts of your men are like the rocks
that underlie your great city. It Is
a great city of hard heart-.'
"Mr. Herbert was always original.
I once heard him address a Nep York
banquet of clergymen. I'll try and re-
peat the address in his own words. It
ran:
"'Meeting this morning the gentle-
man :alled Miephisto or Beelzebub. I
greeted him pitl•tely and said:
"How are thing. down your
way?"
"'lie grimace•I and shook his head
lie pointed to the mud on his hoof
and ta I.
"'"We are in a deuce of a mess
down there,- he said. "This is the
sea-on. you know, when our pave-
ments are being laid."'"
James R. Garfield, who is to be the
new secretary of the interior, was
praising labor-saving device..
"Labor-saving devices always maks
for prosperity.' Mr partield sa d
"The accusation brought against
them are rarely logical. On the
enntrary, these accusation.. have as
a rule as little logic in tlichi a. had
the claim of a tattered tramp. •
"This tramp, appealing to a 'kind
old farmer for heln. whined'
"'Wunst I woe in a fair nay ter
become a mill onaire, but one of these
here labor-savin' devices knocked it
nut,'
"'How so, my poor fellow?" the
farmer --Aced.
"'I wux d'-'in' fine.' the tramp ex-
plained. 'holdin' down a bartender's
job in a saloon, when the boss went
and put in a cash register."'
Joseph II. Choate said at a law-
yer's dinner:
"We lawyts couldn't sin better
than resolve on the new year in he
gentler in our cross-examinntions,
Rudeness n cross-examination never.
never pays. This is a truth that
once s,w !woven in a damage suit.
"In this suit a cros/..e.caniining law-
yer shouted at a witness in overalls:
"'You, there, in the overalls, how
much are you paid for telling un-
triiths?'
"'Less than you are.' tbe witness
retorted. 'or you'd be in overalls,
too.'"
At the end of one of the sess.on%
of the world's convention of the Wo-
man's Christian Temperance union in
Boston. Mrs. L. NE. N. Stevens con-
demned the habit that So many men
have of going out between the acts at
the theater.
'I am in hearty sympathy." said
Mrs. Stevens. "with a woman whose
4msband said to her at the end of
an interesting drama:
"'Jove. what a play. I dion't be-
lieve there was a dry eye in the hone
when the cttrta n went down on the
third act.'
"No.'''said the lady bitterly. 'hut
there seemed to be the usual number
of 'dry throats.'"
Suggestions to the Hungry Man.
"Bogs." said the fat beggar, "I
ain't had no food fur more'n twenty-
four hours."
"Well, well!" remarked the k.d-
der.
"Dat's de truth, hos:, an' when
fink how well fixed I wuz onct-
makes a lump come in me erriat
dat-"
"Why don't you swallow the limp?
That might help some."—Catholi;
Standard,
hat. pond" 
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'Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
have here two cents---"'
fanks."—
FREE,
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of _IPadmosakhave placed copies of the directories of the cities named below Li the mewing Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invitee t• callwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN ,
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE ITNITID
STATES.








































































good health and this tom -
bused with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. ."111101Pir Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you sampies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how sma;1 or bow large your job.
E. D. HANNAN,
Both Phones sot 232 St_ 4th
•
From Isaac Shelby te J. C. W. Beckbail
ALL Or
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Us nit nos Their Meares Nave Erse
Saes Published, FREE,
The Evening Post has for several year. • "deavored to secure pictures 01 111 KentuckyGovernors sod has it last suctweded in sits...ring them through the assistance of the Kelek tacky State Historical noctety. •
-In order to piece these pictores in a permaseut form, they have her& •rrsiaged Is •V group in an apwle.diate Atlas Showing. altest art y with the latest census. plires ofall the presidents of the United States. lersaad Flags of all nations, stesmsisip restes,statistical data, hammy of the Rosso-japan War, also late maps of the United states, Pan-ama Canal, Eastern and Wester's Hemisphere. reports of the taut titre! zaatiosal ceases
ii
sad mach other historical information. 4Tbls ankeee awe valuable Alba _le POWS le ALL OVIKOPIO POST SUOSCO11111111.If nee sear a ealbrailber weed $3.on fair • full year's sosocrintios by mail or 0.011 far IxI mouth's subscription. thwasentand that these rates are by mail only and that the asa.script ion price by carder or agent is secants per week.
The Evening Pont publishes six or more editions daily and the latest edition Is sesu toeach reader according en the time that it will reach them
The Evening Post is Ana in everything and has the most State news and bestmarket reports.
Pot- all the people and against the grafter. /
Independent stony,.
For the Home,





Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.






































Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3x.
Rooms 1, a, 3 and 4, Register Build-




We have enlarged our business und
Sit prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning. Dyin‘
rid Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
3a9 South Third St
C. RANKINE; SEARS, M.O.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
$53 z-s Brondwery, Paducah, Ky.





IL T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Offke. 33. 
ExcursionRates on
The Rive'
I Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Paseage.
Unlimisiad Ticket 115.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over, $1.o each, without
meals; Si co with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
1. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
er GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.









"Did you take in the temp'ruitce lea
re over to Wanehogp Branch?" asked
he storekeeper of Varela Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful ADS
ecture an' dune a right smart o' good."
• "It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've ben too busy huskin'
ut my corn to take in temp'runce leo-
t.ires."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
1 a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
tine lecture, as Ruts says, but it vas
dlecouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
im any. Reason don't feaze • feller
It liquor gets bolt on him. If it did
he rumsellers would have had to clolin
p long ago. You've gut to reform a
eller in one of two ways--religion or
main stren'tb an' awirardnese. That
was Dominic Walker's theory an' lie
ad a right Maul o' success, 'Member
be duminie? He was the goldarndest
wo-flated, rawboned six-foot-two of
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I ever
wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one crania' he was down to
kb* tradln' an' be seen Los* Brun-
omit repogin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's sloon, with tbe rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mole was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the don:dole stood there In
he rain locikin' at him a while an'
Slily he says: 'There's a tan some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main streath an' awk-
yardmen' may do it, lissilyer sinsilibee
kewranter"—that's Greek for case mall
drives out another.'
"He had • 1lUiet sprites wagon he'd
a drove to tbwa la an' he backs the wag-
oa up in the alley an' heaves Moss la
ha drives off with him. When Moss
woke up he found himself !yin' oa a
heap o' straw in the domiales barn
an he was some ennead. After a
skits he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't wait to
no reeren peek out because be
wasa't dreamed for comp'ay. All the
costume be bad was • horse blanket
that was lyia' oa the grain chest
Well, tbe door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on tbe door with the beadle
of • bay fork an' suddenly the door
opened ea' the demist* walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose--
tow barred be door Inside and begun
to snake down hay for his ol' hoes.
11'here's my clues, an' what dye
mean by lockla' me up is your con,
earned oF barn?' says Moss,
"Domini, Walker never said • word
an' Muse started for the door. He
hadn't no !Doren began to unbar it
when tbe dominie caught him by the
eck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightin mad at.' the
ekoninie jest knocked klai down again
ldn't say bonito' only jest landed hire
en the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lel
ut. The dominie didn't say uotiOn—
just Seethed Noodle' his hoes aa' went
ut. After a while Mose got eras,
Indy. an' yelled for water an' pound.
ed the door. Back comes the domicile
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal air
uts 'em down on the grain (hest an
oni out. Mose took • long swig at
be jug an' then stopped an tasted.
"'Blame me if it ain't hall wbialty!'
e says.
-It must have been elan to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon
ul of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' thee
neat to work an' cleaned out the bowl
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
y,' be says, amnia' hapioly; Tve
struck It rich '
"He rolled up in the blanket as' weal
so sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
&comes the dominie with a plate c'
\bread an' meet, barred the door. 'Lead-
ed to els boss an' went out 'Mout w-
in' a word. [Perin' the grub behind
After a while Moss got up an' sampled
it an' blame if both the breed are meat
wasn't strong o' whieky.
"Well, that's the way it went rfi'to
floss. Never • word was said to him,
as' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
domlnle wouldn't speak to him au'
Fuught. but all he got by that was a
Orkin' The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for • time, but pretty soon h,
got sort o' tired of R. Then he got
plum sick of it an' flirty the smell of
Paducah 1: turned his stucco:our* an' he beirap
Kentucky c stop eatln' altogether. Then the
denninie gave him plain food for •
while an' then the first thing he knew
 —
rd 
be getting whisky again.
"'For heaven's sake, doniinle.' says
& McGREGOR iNte for the hundredth time, 'quit giv.
is' me that blame liquor. I'm clean
limed 'gin it. An' treat me like a
an an' not like a dog. Say suthin! I
I, on't care what It is, but say suthin!'OFFICES: Benton, v
B''' rear Ban- "The domicile didn't answer him
Marshall County; Paducah. Ky. hen, but the next mornin' he came in






a New !apartment In
the Self Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few week'
ago when the first school city was
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearsons, in Caro
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani.
mously and enthusiastically to adapt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
it with various provisions against dig.
order, destruction or injury of prop
oily, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre
lion in the election of their °dicers.
The mayor was a bright-roved girl
of twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
It meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct. They must be
clean and neat in their drew' and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is a great teak. Areal you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No. for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Plan, the judge, said: *I
shall warn tritium/ who don't behave,
and if that does no good I shall pun
bib them. They mum behave."
The whole discipline of the school
is put into ,he hands of the pupils
The teaohers give lastruction, and
advice when It is nestled, and the a/
Amato reepoasibility sad authority are
always with them. 'But the stadeaU
make laws and really govern them
selves, although there is an author
sty above them. just as a grown-ux
city governs itself, although the legis
%stare may at any time revoir• its
charter.
In fact, there is more real salt-goy
ernmeat la these school cities than
In most of our large cities. Fos
there is so apathy in the school city,
so stay at-bonze vote, no political ran
chine or boas.
'Mere is no graft Is the echo& city,
so boodle on the council. no "ander
stouiding" between the police and
wrongdoers. The ten year-old luting
sad the twelve-year-old mayor are ate
solutely incorruptible Habits of good
eitizenablp are formed while the Wad
is plastic, open to the full fore* of
considerations of right and justice and
tree from commercial motives and
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties at
citizenship The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recoff
anion of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
lastiee is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind Ls cultivated.
The results have been excellent In
every way. ooth conduct and schol-
arship are greatly improved. Disc be.
Cones is pulled up by the roots. Pub-
lic sentiment ranges itself on the side
it law when the public makes the
law. A breech of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien goo
ernmeat but as an injury and an in-
sult to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been r•
dueled to good conduct by the instits.
Goa of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter in the mountains is severe
tn Its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails are lim-
ited to hare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down
When the runners sing intermittent
IY in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tie and a venture with • suddee
termination hanging just above
Thousands of tons of snow op the
mountain sides bang on a frIgge•
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom telisaskeleton-tale of the win
ter's night. '`Floundering. swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit
tie ruffed thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
man. —0u: I n g.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious alnishouee to
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi.
chester. There eight old ladies live
motility in the church, which Is a fine
Old Phone 484A overalls. 'Put them on. Noses; b"1 old building dating from 1680. It was
ys, 'an' then you can come out with a-woolly a monastery, but when
me an' help me bill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
o converse w1th nobody, for as sure
you do you go back on whisky diet
an I'll break every bone In your body.'
"Moses went out an' hilled cora
ong with the dominie. Then they put
p hay together. an' hoed potatoes an'
ug collar an' wolted along all through
Ken at summer.
"Along in the fall the domlnie dlo;
charged him. cured.
"An' then he Owned around an' sued
1111. .11 111.11, be gominie for Ave months' wages an'
the boys gut together and gave him a
d• on a nice three-cornered fence
rill. He never went to drinkin again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the atm*
keeper. "That wia one way."
"Tee—main etrenoth an' awkward it,.to 
live on?"








DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone iso•
Residence ho Broadway.
Phone 149. — — —
Q.(, ,en Elizabeth came to visit there
slaturned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almshouses exist
The old ladies have two neat little
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
sad gas. At one end of the church
Is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks nsed. The church stands
Iii a quiet little square.
Last Addition.
"This fiat is so fearfully small,"
eomplained the seplicant "Do you
think we could 4, enough breath la
ii•1••••••1111 11.1•14.13.01.•• RM.. .11 
11•••••••••••••..
tortAxerm
ruasurno DEB/TS IN' TEN
COUNTRY.
It was a very attractive yellow bug-
gy, drawn by a spirited mare. To a
pedestrian tolling up the hill it looked
most inviting.'
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,
emerging from a roadside house and
getting into the yellow buggy. "You'd
better. Its sev -ai miles to the town."
The pedestrian willingly accepted
the invitation.
"I'm mighty glad you came this
stay," be said to the young man.
"Well, I had to visit that debit," re.
plied the latter, indicating the hones
from whO.:11 he had emerged.
His eompanion wondered whether
"debit" was country dialect for a
square house with green shutters, but
the young mica now stopped before a
roadside store with no shutters.
"Have to see this debit, too," ha
said, banding the reins to his compan-
ion and disappearing through the front
door of the house
"What is your business?" asked the




Then followed much learned telt of
salary and commissions, paid-up in-
surance agencies, policies and lapses.
.1 also transpired that, in the eyes of
the young mita, who was out on a tour
et collection, all bowies were tither
tuielassified nondescripte or debits.
He bowed to everyone who passed
sad spoke to &lima every one.
-How's your wife to-day, Mr
Casey?" be would say, and "Ah, there,
Finnegan, how'e your arm getting
along" after which remarks he would
tern to his companion and give ex-
trude from the biography of Casey and
Finnegan and their neighbors.
"All Irish hereabouts," he said. "I
had a deuce of a time making them
believe I was Irish. My name is Van
frominger. Whoa, Kitty!"
They stopped teeters another debit
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
'booted the young man. "Folne day
to-day" He winked at his companion
"How do you like the brogue"
"Great." answered (be other.
Having ascertained that Mrs. Tian
ages was well, that the "childther"
were likewise and that the roust
health of Flanagan pater showed no NORT BOUND
OROS of diminution, the young Immo Leave Nashville
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Lave Horse Branch . 2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 p.111.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 p.m. 
LeaveEvansville  12:50 p.m.
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr.vorsou • 4:55 p.m
Arrive Paducah . 6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah 





Arrive Rives 8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 1:to p.m.
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m
NORTH BOUND No, 102
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:4;> a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn  8;o7 a.m.
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  io:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  II:ao a.m.
Leave Paducah  II :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive HopkinsvAle  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 pm.
Arrive Evansville  345 pan-
Arrive Nortonville  I:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  3:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3 356 p.m.
Arrive Owc.:..liero  "4:55 pm.
Arrive Louisville  5:3i p.m. 
































































NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  13:40 p.m, 4:20 p.a.
Arrive C,arboadali  4:25 p.m. 840 p.111.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:3o p.m. 7:ao a.m.
SOUTH Bowl])
Leave St. Louie  
• $s.MaIme 375
......1 Inia aum 1 MO glAs•
Leave Chicago •• '40'qua elt1116 14_ Om p.a.
Leave Cabondale  11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  y:35 p.m. it:oo a m.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIM.
ance man collected all that was due
an the Flanagan debit and departed
with a farewell of the most Hibernian
pattern.
The next debit was located on a
ride road, more like the bed of a tor-
rent than anything else, filled with
-rest rocks, among which Kitty, the
mare, struggled with difficulty.
"When I first made the round of
these debits," said the agent. "I was
sure I could never stand such roads.
Now they're easy. Whoa, there!"
A little girl emerged from the debit
-Know just sir`at she'll say," said
be young mita. "Mamma goys she
ain't got no money for you to-day,"
be squealed.
The little gtri came to the gala.
'Mamma says s' e ain't got no money
for you to-day," she said, while the
Insurance collector grinned a Sherlock
Holmes grin, aid his companion
looked duly Impr -ssed.
Then they scrambled down the rocky
road again and reached the main road
safely.
The loquacious agent told more per.
Donal histories of the O'Brien. and
Hooltbaos that passed; he described
local manners and customs; be di.'
cussed the no license law in force in
the township; be explained the alas
belle result likely to follow orders for
ginger ale and birch beer given in a
certain sophisCcated voice. Arad as a
proof of his assertions, he took his
companion Into • small bar run by an
affable Irishman.
"Beet ginger ale hever tasted," said
the stranger, sitting down his empty
Deer glass.
The young man and the barkeeper
grinned. Another drink followed, then
another, the last being "set up" by the
friendly barkeeper. After ineffectual
attempts to make the stranger sample
the delights of a free lunch of bread
and onions or the pleasing effects of
a pinch of salt in his beer the bar
keeper bade his two visitors good-by.
"He is a fine athlete," remarked the
went. "-Cried to be a pugilist. His
eon was offered $28 a week and ex-
pewit% to go with a dramatic company
and punch the bag. bet be refused."
Mora debits followed. Some pro.
!treed five and ten dollar hills; some
procrastinated; some yielded no re-
iponse to knocks on front side and
bark doors. -
At the door of one stood a woman
A second after she spied the yellow
Duffey she was not there.
"See her disappear," said the incur.
snce man; "shell have to be quicker
than that to fool me." ja
Inquiries at her house elicited the
reply that the young woman was out.
Further remarks on the part of the
agent, however, caused him to be ad
witted into the house.
"Got the cash," he announced. ap-
pearing a few minutes after. "Ott up,
Kitty."
A few more s$-etches of road
brought them to the town. After find-
ing out all about hotels and trains the
agent's guest left him, with many
protestations of gratitude for the drive.
As be sat in the railroad .station he
smiled in a pleasant manner.
-Two hours wan an insurance man,'
he thought, "and I'm not a debit."-
3. Y. Sun.
Probably a Widow,
"Were you eurprised when he pew
eosed?"
'No; but he wea."—Hourtou Post. .
ioi-8ot 135-835
  8:to a.m.
Leave HopkinavLie  :30 a.m. 6:40 a.m.
Leave Prir.CctOn  2%33 p.m.• 7:45 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 p m. 9:35 a.m.
Leave Paclucah  6:z s p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 p.m. It:to a.m.
Air've St. Louis  7:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 MI. 9:30 p.m.
••••••••
••••,1
SOUTH BOUND • I22-82a 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. coect a.m.
Leave St.Louis  9:40 p.m. t:so p.m
Leave Cairo  6700 a.m. 5:55 DAL
Arrive Paduch   7:45 a•m- 740 P.m
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:1M p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:49 a in. 4:45 p.m
Arrive Hopkinsville 6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville •  9:25 P-m-
• • • • .....
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and roa sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8or and 812 sleepers betwee•
Paducah and St. Louis. Train &it connects at East Cairo with Ova's'',
sleeper, For further information, address,
J. T DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. 11. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo tisvMe. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn_
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Oka.% XL
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A., St. Lois. nib
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Steam and lot Wa r Heating.
Thou 133. 220 N. Third
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• $1.00, $2.SO, $3.00 and $3..50 Razors for 87 cen 4




87c 87c 87c 87c 87e, 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 8.:c 87c 
87c 87c 87c 87c 87c
•
• I I
Ste 187c 87c 87c 8.7c 87c 8;c 87c 87c 
87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c
to $3.se.
:4.
Our window is loaded with Salesmen's Samples 
Razor', arran ging in price from $/,50
Your choice 
87C
These Razors are imported from Germany and 
Sheffield, England.
EVERY RAZOR GUARANTEED AND MAY BE 
EXCHANGED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Big Stock of Shaving Supplies at the Best Prices
1,200 Samyle Razx Strop!, Worth $1,50 and $2.50. A COMPLETE
SAMPLE LINE, CHOICE 89 CENTS
Free Coupon
Razors sharpened free. Br ing in your
old Razor and our exp ert will sharpen it free.
MIMI 6.
OLD FIRE INSURANCE RATES
HAVE BEEN RESUMED
• COMMISSIONER C. C. ROSE 0
• HAS RECEIVED ORDER DI
THE GENERAL INCREAS
INSURANCE RATES LXST J
NEW RATES HAS BEEN MA
EXCEPT ON MERCANTILE S
t ••
The general raise made in ,fire in-
surance rates in this city last June
thas been taken off by the insurance
cornpaives deling business in this city.
and also in the state, as the increase
Was made in every Kentucky city the
same a. in places all over the United
States Commissioner C. C. Rose of
the insurance bureau has rece ved
notice from Secretary Claude Snydef
• 1 the K.•ntesky Fir: Underwriters'
association directing that the general
increase he taken off and the old rates
resum-d. effective after first of this
year. The association consists of
every company transacting business
in Kentucky.
The first of last year the fire in-
'surance companos had to pay out
millions of dollars on ,ecount of the
great disaster which wrecked San
-Fraisrisess. The. enormou• losses
ibroke some of the small companies,
while to recoup the others made a
general increase in their rates th,t
country over, thereby making every
policyholder bear ,the bulk of the
San Francisco losses.
The increase for liaducah consisted
oi a twenty' per cent raise on me--
yenta/it stocks and, smaller incresses
inn saw mils. special hazzards. school
lhotisei and residences. When thi4
increase went into effect Secretary




."The Mecca" for the
fflons Yesterday
Colonel John Lanham's new cafe on
S•nith Fourth street was "The Mecca
all yesterday and laSt evening de-
s'ring the very best of everYthing in
• tile niceluncheon and viand line. as
_ establishment was
- Aitti. •
CroW e with hundreds of people. Mr.
a ant gave Irs gra'nd hPriiinitiatt"
8n-denartinet see
that Paducah had at •)ast. • s
41111 ,kiksi 'class 'kite
•
/
ce ic f is already -doing
handsome business. He has the choic-
est of old and tasteful imported and
domestic goods in great variety, while
the 1 ncheonsis something' unusual
t•ncvvry seasonable delicacy.
igteishan4,1upch” feim r it a. in.
4.01 A17•42tr rn. -ry_diy, will be con-
tinned upon the high standard charac-
terizing she opening lunch of yester-
day.
Kerners.
h. MIC11.. Jan. -8.—The
grand jury has indicted every saloon
keeper in the city on the cliarge of
beeping open Sundays throughout 'the
suinttner.
F FIRE INSURANCE BUREAU
RECTING ABROGATION OF
E MADE IN CERTAIN FIRE
UNE ALT. OVER THE STATE—
DE IN THIS CITY BY MR. ROSE.
TOCKS AND RESIDENCES.
nottnced the high figures would pre-
vail until the state rater could tz..:
here and revise the schedule of vizi.;
charged by the company It has licen
impossible for this rate-maker to
Come and revise the ischectule.
during his spare moment- since last
fall, Commissioner Rose has been do-
ing the re-rating himself. taking off
the general San Francisco increase
as soon as new rates were made for
the respective line- included. Mc.
Rose had made new rates for every-
thing raised, with exception of the
general mercantile stocks and some
residences. Now the order abrogat-
ing the general increase is effect ve.
and does not necessitate new prices
for these two classes by the local
commis,ioner.
The general increase resulted in the
companies taking out of this city
many thousands of dollars more than
would have been their receipts under
ordinary circumstances. Resumption
o [the old figures is greeter with
much pleasure by the commonly. and
especially those in mercantile busi-
ness, as since last June they have
been paying twenty per cent, more
than customary.
/ Word freim the office of Secretary
Snyder shows that the increased rat's




. (Continued from Page One.)
Tennessee street. Superintendent
Kebbler of the electric light plant
reports that Sunday a telephone wire
"crossed- the city wires and was
"grounded" in such a way as to pre-
vent the arcs from burning for about
two hours, but he quickly made re-
pairs and every light in that ovicinity
renatalitly,„ burned tvec..since.. as
evidenced by the reports he had the
Mgr ,h) make to kilt sn order fo




German Surgeon Predicts Great Ad-






Assignee Boyd Receiving Private
Bids for Sale of the Hawkins'
Cafe on Broadway.
The apprai-er have inventor ed
and valued the photograph gallery
stock of James Solar. the South Third
street photographer, and next week
the outfit will be sold tri-tblatinighest
bidder by Constable Shrtinno pumas
ant to orders of Justice. Charles
Emery's court. where creditors got
about Argo judgments against Solar
for goon& sold b at. The constable
closed tin the gallery on execution
papers. Solar being unable to pay off
the debts. The stock is appraised at
$320. and the money derived horn the
constable's sale will be taken to pay
off the judgment and court costs.
Constable Shelton says it is a mis-
take that Solar ha* charge of the
gallery. as Skelton has locked it up
and has the key in ht. pocket. Solar
not being permitted to run the place.
Appraising Cafe.
Herbert C. Elliott. A I) Buchan
and Gus T. •Smith have inventoried
the Charles F. Hawk ns' cafe stock
and fixttires at at; Broadway. and
Assignee E. Boyd. as shown by his
advertisement in another column. is
row taking bids to sell the establish-
ment prisately, in quantities to suit
the purchaser. Hawkins made an as-
signment Monday. and the county
court orders the place sold for bene-
fit of the creditors. It will appraise
several thousand dollars
WOMAN PASSED AWAY.
Mrs. Nanny Conovers Died of Con-
sumption in Mechanicsburg.
Mrs Nanny Conover: died of con-
sumption at their home in Mechanics-
burg ncar the McKinn e plant. and
was buried yesterday afternoon at
the county cemetery. She was 28
years of age and the. wife of William
Conovers. employed ,at one of the
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NECESSITYT KNOWS NO LAWS
AND NECESSITY IS AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS
Clothing Sale
We might talk for weeks and in the end say
nothing more convincing than is shown by a mere
statement of the profits and figures in the case.
til$ 
Suits apd Overcoats6




Your resents, si t,:t• t•t
For your cio • • s
GRAND
• •••••••••
$12.50 Reduced to $ 8.34
$15.00 Reduced to $10.00
nmenrauear•-% s tatAhlt) LIIIMER nuncio
LEAD
PosutairtncioCLOTPIIIERS
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FOR RENT—Two office rooms.
130 S. Fourth. over Sheriffs office.
Apply A. S. Thompson.
AIMS
LOST—Silver-handled umbrella,
Dec. n, at the Standard Climb roam,
with initials I.. G. H. Finder return
to this off ce.
- .1•••/. 14/0/1
FOR RENT—New brick house '
ajt i Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J H HALL
WtHITTEllORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Five room dwelling.
North 7th. all modern conveniences.
Apply Mrs, R. Rowland, at t N. 7th..
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sty
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. 'Li
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea
ages of 21 and 15: citizens of United
States,' of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read






Will post, examine, systematize and
audit -books by the day, week or they
job. Terms reasonable.




Burglars Blow Open Safe Containing
I' Data Regarding Pt C. Daugh-
erty's Case at Peoria.
Peoria. 111.. Jan. R.—Burglars blew
open a safe containing all records of
defalcafon of N. C. Dougherty, form-
er Supterintendent of Schools, now,
in Joliet penitentiary, last night, ant,
burned them. Loss of records affects












XL Carmel, /1.1, rising.
Nashville. fall ng
Pittsburg, Isl. falling.





The steamer City of Memphi. gnus
tit the Tennessee river this _fterintott
aud comes back next NIonday
The Buttorff comes in today from
(lark-vile and sir ps nut at once
tor Nas:leiPle
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and ties until five o'elock Sat-
inday afternoon before skipping away
on her return to that .tream.
The Dick Fowler skips ont for
Caiori this *nonliving at 8 o'clock said
comes back ton ght al1011t • o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs at mice
on her rettirn that way.
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincin-
nati today and leaves 44 once on her
return for Memphis. She passes here
next Saturday on her way down.
The Peter Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and gets here tomorrow bound
up ior Cincinnati.
The shaft of the steamer Henry
Harley broke at the Kuttawa land tig
•'It Cumberland river, and dis-
r :her so she will be brought hack
here for repairs. The Electra went
nth. took the Harley's freight, and
on to Na-hville.
Captain Wm. A. Christian of Cin-
ti is in the city.
c Eagle arrived from
0 yesterday with a tow






route Limn licusphis to Cncinnati.
Oautbdiall Improvement.
It is to be hoped that the report
to the effect that thr Cumberland
river 'lb to Fitt a good appropnatitait
in the Rivers and Harbors bill is trait.
It is a cOntiotoo sense prnpOloiti0111 that
the work on the Cormberland ;laving
progressed so far upona %sell-cuss-
• crises! and practical plan of hicks 104
dams, should be pushed forwent to
completion as rapidly as possible so
as to nuke the government expendi-
ture practical in its result. arid of
great benefit to the large area of
territory that win he affected by dist
nsprovement The work should go
on uninterrupted!) and continuously
ontil it is finished. That is. business.
—Naohrille Banner.
YOUNG AMERICA,
Scott Boy Grabbad Professor%
Paddle, sad "Burned the Wind"
Scrumming •
A large crowd of excited people
swas aurae:yes in the Fifth and Ken-
tucky avenue public schools bui'd r j
yesterday afterron about /is
by the loud scream- of some bss-.
Everyone thought wa• • hew t
beaten immercifnlly, Livf it &sects/pt.
Principal Ntarsin Ragsdale had .tart.
ed "lick" Joe. tit.- :ion of Walter Sews
the Cate man of t North Yeinn%
The boy grabbed
sor's paddle, and •
ay flit pro:re, -
running out of
the 'wilding. !moan` •creatned as tf
being whipped /Atli. The excite-
ment subdued, hit' not until one traa
became obstrepeonis and threatened
the professor a ithout cause
-1; cslp c 
I.;m:ter orders of the leCracken
curt, I will, on and after thi* day,
offer for sale in any quantity to suit
purchaser the entire stock and fix-
tures of the Hawkins' restaurant and/
cafe•at'417 Broadway. at private sale
•• A. E. BOYD, 'Assignee.
Berlin, poi. n.—Professor Posner. a
wel-known stirgeon in an article in
the Gartenlanbe 'declares that surgery
-is making such, progress that he looks
•torward ,,t•• she timq, when rsilrgetotuk.
will 11,#1e,•iciattacly.alvarptisial 'arnt
or leg id the body'' 14e goeOuriher
and says 'that in he future surgeons
will find no difficulty in attaching a
severed'hrad So,trunk_in case the cop-
cration is carried out expeditiously.•




est Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED*
Off'ce and eevator 2nd & quo
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